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Economics of Small Watersh anning in Minnesota
By Thomas E. Daves

PREFACE

This bulletin reports a part
of the research completed under
a cooperative research project of
the University of Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station and
the Economic Research Service of
the U.S. Department of AgricultureAn Analysis of Public Investments
in Natural Resources Within Minnesota. Acknowledgments are due
to Lee R. Martin, Jerome W. Hammond, and Philip M. Raup who reviewed the manuscript and made
numerous helpful suggestions. Remaining errors and conclusions are
the author's responsibility.
I INTRODUCTION

The enactment by Congress
of the I 954 Watershed Protection
and Flood Prevention Act (PL 566)
made available to states and local
communities matching funds for
use in the development of water
and other natural resources of
small watersheds. I In Minnesota,

as in most other states, Pl 566 has
had a large impact on the structure
of both state and local institutions
having primary responsibility for
water resource management and
on the type and magnitude of
their expenditures. This study examines small watershed planning
in Minnesota within the framework
established by PL 566.
1.1

PL 566 and small watershed
planning in Minnesota

In response to PL 566, the
state legislature acted in I 955 to
improve surface water management
in Minnesota's small watersheds
and to facilitate cooperation of local communities in the PL 566 program. The Minnesota Watershed
Act of 1955 repealed some earlier,
largely ineffective surface water
1 U.S. Congress, Watershed Protection and
Flood Prevention Act Public Law 566,
83rd Congress, 2nd Session, 1954. For
the purposes of PL 566, small watersheds
are defined as watershed or subwatershed
areas that do not exceed 250,000 acres.
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legislation and authorized th<'
creation of watershed districb.2
Watershed districts are specialpurpose local governments with
geographic limits defined by thr
physical boundaries of minor
drainage basins. They are established by the State Water Rcsourm
Board upon petition by residt·nb
or local governments from each
proposed district. The districts
have sufficient powers to act a,
sponsors and administrators of
PL 566 projects.
Since the inception of the
PL 566 program, 59 individual
projects have been proposed in
Minnesota. Several of these were
sponsored by watershed districts
acting jointly with other local agencies. In general, watershed district;
are not coextensive with, and are
larger than, PL 566 watershed ar·
2 Minnesota Statutes, Ch. 112, sec. 34-85.

ea~. The legislature's intent in proriding the legal authority for water,hcd districts was to enable creation
of local governmental units which
would be able to sponsor PL 566
projects, but which would also
sene to coordinate water resource
imcstments over broader areas than
could be encompassed by single
projccts.3
Coordination, review, and
priority rankings of proposed
watershed development projects
under PL 566 are made at three
lncls: the watershed district level;
statewide by the State Soil Conservation Committee; and nationally
Lv the Office of the Administrator
of the Soil Conservation Service.
A proposed PL 566 project is
approved for construction only af3

Minnesota Department of Conservation,
Division of Waters, Hydrologic Atlas of
Minnesota, Bulletin No. 10 (St. Paul,
Minnesota, April 1959) pp. 21-22.

ter all interested parties have accepted a project work plan detailing technical requirements and all
probable costs and benefits. To
gain final acceptance, a project
work plan must propose a set of
improvements which are technically and administratively feasible and
for which benefits exceed costs for
each separable segment. Also, the
set of improvements must be such
that they would not be implemented by private individuals or
by government agencies acting under authorization of programs
other than PL 566.

1.2 Problems and sources of
inefficiency

projects and watershed districts.
Problems in allocation of capital
by watershed management agencies
result from the interaction of two
types of factors: technical planning deficiencies; and market imperfections.
Among the technical planning problems frequently arising
in watershed development are failures to include all primary costs
and benefits in the economic evaluation of projects, the use of interest rates which do not accurately reflect the cost of investment
capital, and failures to evaluate
feasible alternative methods for
achieving project objectives. Perhaps more important are errors in
estimation of project costs and
benefits and misspecification of
project objectives.

Despite the extensive process
of review and coordination of Minnesota's small watershed development projects, inefficient allocation
Market imperfections that
of investment capital may occur
contribute
to inefficient small
both within and between PL 566
-5-

watershed investments often arise
from government programs and
policies. Examples are quotas and
price supports for some agricultural commodities, politically determined interest rates, and provision
of direct subsidies and low interest
loans to private project participants.

be practical to require strict economic justification of wildlife structures. However, some economic
analysis is required to insure that
other more valuable uses of available investment capital are not
displaced.

Efficiency in the allocation
of investment capital within and
among small watersheds is also
affected by the level of capital
charges used in the planning process. Currently, an interest rate of
4½ percent is used in estimating
annual project costs. This biases
resource allocation toward capitalExtensive land treatment
measures by individual participants intensive projects and results in the
approval of investments which
are required for PL 566 project
would not be made at market instructural improvements.4 Howterest rates or even at the subsidized
ever, the net benefits or losses
that could reasonably be expected rates actually paid by project participants.
from these required measures are
not included in assessing economic
Another characteristic of
feasibility. Failure to include these small watershed planning is spatial
costs and any extra associated ben- dissociation of costs from benefits.
efits biases the estimates of benefit- For example, land management
cost ratios. If additional benefits
practices or water control strucare, in fact, less than additional
tures upstream have significant
costs, the bias is toward justificaeffects upon flooding in downtion of projects or project segments stream areas; downstream channel
that may not be economically viaimprovements reduce flood damble.
ages in upstream areas. Because
A similar outcome arises
of benefit-cost dissociations of this
out of the failure to evaluate the
kind, it is difficult to identify and
economic effects of project structures designed to create or enhance estimate all benefits and costs of
particular projects, project comwildlife environment. Under
ponents, or project purposes.5
PL 566, structures designed for
Furthermore, benefits or costs
wildlife purposes are considered
which accrue outside of a project
to be economically justified if loarea are often not included in the
cal cooperators agree to bear onehalf the structural costs and to
project analysis. Failure to identiprovide maintenance. Because
fy, estimate, and weigh all effects,
wildlife benefits are difficult to
including externalities, contributes
to allocational inefficiency.
identify and measure, it may not
Among the problems affecting development decisions are several important sources of inefficiency in the allocation and use of
resources that are available for
small watershed development in
Minnesota.

4

PL 566 requires that, prior to project approval, owners of at least 50 percent of the
land in the drainage area above proposed
structural improvements complete farm
conservation plans and enter agreements
to implement recommended land treatment practices. Land treatment must be
scheduled for completion concurrently
with structural improvements. Among
the normally recommended land treatment practices are tillage and other cropping practices which must be applied annually and more permanent land use
adjustments, tree plantings, and structural
measures such as field drainage ditches and
drainage mains.

Finally, the efficiency of allocation of investment capital
among Minnesota small watershed
projects has been influenced by
the general failure to formulate
5

For this study, the term "project component" is defined as a distinct physical
structural measure or set of measures
planned for inclusion in a project. Each
project is comprised of one or more separate components. "Project purpose" refers
to separate project purposes, i.e. flood
control, drainage, wildlife enhancement,
or recreation.
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areawide plans in sufficient detail
and accuracy to allow recognition
of projects or individual improvements promising large benefits per
unit of costs. Even cursory examination of the work plans for PL
566 watersheds exposes large differences (100 percent or more) in
benefit-cost ratios between adjacent projects. The least promising
project is often initiated first.
This situation may be explainable
by the requirement both by PL
566 and by the Minnesota Watnshed Act that projects be initiated
locally. However, this explanation
does not diminish the importance
of obtaining efficiency in resource
use.

1.3 Hypothesis and objectives

1.3.1

Hypothesis

The general hypothesis providing the raison d' '€tre for thi,
study was: because of their le~al.
political, and operational charal'teristics, the institutions involwd
in making small watershed invc,tments in Minnesota fail to apply
adequate economic analysis to thr
problems of watershed management. They do not arrive at p11blic expenditure decisions which
are efficient when evaluated either
at the level of small watershed. minor drainage basin, or national
society.

1.3.2

Objectives

The objectives of the
study were to evaluate the real
economic effects of investment
decisions made by public institutions responsible for flood control
and water management in small
watersheds of Minnesota and to
suggest changes in institutional
structures and procedures which
would make possible or facilitate
improved decisionmaking perform·
ance.

1.4 Method of analysis

1.4.1

Procedure

To achieve the study objectives, the following descriptive

and numerical analyses-corresBijk = the average annual benefits
ponding to the five remaining
for the kth purpose generchapters of this report-were made.
ated by the jth component
of the ith project, explicitly
Chapter II A description of the
legal framework, the instituBill= drainage benefits of draintions, and the operational
age and flood control strucprocedures involved in maktures
ing small watershed management decisions in Minnesota. Bi12= flood control benefits of
drainage and flood control
Chapter Ill A description and
structures
criticism of the assumptions
and methods of analysis used Bi23= fish and wildlife benefits of
wildlife and/ or recreation
in small watershed planning
structures
in Minnesota.
Chapter 1V An evaluation, using
economic efficiency criteria,
of the small watershed projects approved under the authority of PL 566 in Minnesota.
Chapter V An evaluation for a
small study area of the economic efficiency of intrawatershed and interwatershed
investment decisions assuming various capital and size-ofplanning unit restrictions.
Chapter Vl Proposal of a feasible
institutional framework and
decision model which would
yield improved decisions with
respect to investments and
management of small watersheds.
1.4.2 Economic efficiency
criteria

1

J
R·,- ~

k B .. k
IJ
i C··k
IJ
k

Bi35= independent land treatment
benefits of land treatment
measures
= the average annual cost of
the kth purpose of the jth
compone11J_ of the..i!h proj!:St (Ci·= Ci· fn + Cj·, where
C-· = tRe to(al installation
IJ o f" t he Jt
. h project
.
cost
component; fn = the amortization factor, the annual payment which would have to
be made to retire a debt of
$1 at the end of a specified
number of years, n, assumi,~ constant interest rate,
r; 'Gij = the average annual
operation and maintenance
cost of the jth project component)

~6.--A-pr-o-jec_t_c_o_m_p_on_e_n_t_(j-)is independent

>1

where

B'iJ.k
' =<----J
rik
<.
C\jk

(j ') if it can be completed independently
and if none of the benefits attributed to
it are conditional upon the completion of
any other project component.
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> 1, where

J
the average annual benefits
of the kth purpose generated by the component j
of project i, and Ci·k = the
average annual cos~ of the
kth purpose of the jth component

Bi24= recreation benefits of wildlife and/ or recreation structures

The formal economic criteria
= costs of drainage and flood
ust-d in evaluating investment decontrol structures
cisions of watershed management
= costs of wildlife and/ or
agencies (Chapters IV and V) can
recreation structures
lw stated as simple benefit-cost
ratios. A decision to implement a ci3 = costs of land treatment
particular watershed development
measures
project from among a set of m pos- ( 2) The benefit-cost ratio ( rij')
sible projects (i = 1, ... m) is ecofor each independent6 componomically justified when the folnent (j 1) of the project is equal
lowing conditions are met:
to or greater than 1
~
I
(I) The estimated total project
k
B
ijk
benefit-cost ratio (Ri) is equal
> 1, for 1
r'ij
=
C'··
to or greater than 1, i.e.,
- each j
IJ
~ ~

(3) The benefit-cost ratio (rik')
for each independent purpose 7
of the project is equal to or
greater than 1

( 4) The total project benefit cost
ratio Ri is greater than the ratio
for similar projects of comparable size that would be delayed
or excluded from implementation by a decision to implement
project i.
Each of the four criteria specified above must be met for a proposed watershed development
project to be judged an economically efficient use of public investment funds. Furthermore, several
other assumptions with respect to
planning parameters and procedures
must also be fulfilled:
l. All product prices used in the
estimation of project benefits
must reflect, as accurately as
possible, prices which can be
expected to prevail during the
time period in which benefits
are generated.

2. Similarly, resource prices and
project costs must reflect actual expected prices and costs.
All costs must be included.
3. The net value of external effects of project measures must
be 0.
4. All feasible alternative means
to achieve project objectives
must be evaluated.
7

A project purpose ( k) is any separable
part of one or more project components
and is independent (k ) if it meets the
criteria applied in evaluating the independence of components (see footnote

6).

1. All project planning costsincluding engineering costs

II

DECISION FRAMEWORK FOR WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
IN MINNESOTA8

2.1

The legal framework

Three statutes, one federal
and two state, form the basic legal
framework within which almost
all small watershed planning and
development is done in Minnesota.
PL 566, the Watershed Protection
and Flood Prevention Act, defines
the federal interest in small watershed development and establishes
the nature of development which
is eligible for federal assistance. 9
The legal authorization in Minnesota derives primarily from the
Minnesota Watershed Act 10 and
the Minnesota Drainage Code.11
The following descriptions are
based upon these three laws including amendments, through
I 969, to the original legislation.
2.1.1

PL566
PL 566 was enacted in 1954
to enable the federal government
to encourage and aid the development of small watersheds-those
too small for traditional flood control or reclamation projects, yet
too large to be developed and
managed effectively by local
groups working together.
To insure that watershed development schemes proposed under
8 For an earlier, more complete description
of the framework for small watershed planning in Minnesota, see Virgil C. Herrick and
Philip M. Raup, Organizational Problems in
Developing the Small Watersheds of Minnesota, Station Bulletin 437 (Minnesota
Agricultural Experiment Station, St. Paul,
January 1957). Also see U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service,
Multiple-Purpose Watershed Projects Under
Public Law 566, PA 575 (Washington, U.S.
Government Printing Office, January 1970).
9

U.S. Code Annotated, Title 16, Chapter
18, section 1001-1009.

1O Minnesota Statutes 1967, Chapter 112,
section 34-85. Laws of Minnesota 1969,
pp. 1917-1919, 2186-2194.
11 Minnesota Statutes 1967, Chapter 106,
section 011-673.

PL 566 are of the nature envisioned
by Congress, specific limitations
were established with respect to
the size of the covered watersheds
and individual flood control structures. Total area of a PL 566
watershed is limited to 250,000
acres; the maximum allowable
capacity of any single control structure is 25,000 acre-feet, only onehalf of which can be floodwater
detention capacity. Furthermore,
any proposed plan for which the
federal share is more than
$250,000 or which has any structure providing more than 2,500
acre-feet of total capacity must be
approved by the U.S. Congress
through committee resolution in
both the House and Senate. However, the act largely negates total
watershed size and expenditure
limitations by providing that watersheds which are component parts
of a larger watershed may be
planned together. Also, the Department of Agriculture, which
administers the PL 566 program,
is authorized to cooperate with
other agencies in planning and
developing larger basins.
For proposed PL 566 watersheds which meet the specified
limitations, the federal government
is authorized to furnish technical
and financial assistance. Subject
to the limitations stated above, the
Secretary of Agriculture is the
agent of the federal government
with authority to accept or reject
applications for PL 566 assistance.
To be considered by the secretary,
applications must be approved by
the state agency having PL 566
supervisory authority in each
state. In Minnesota, this is the
State Soil Conservation Committee. Federal assistance authorized
by PL 566 includes:
-8-

2. All construction costs of floor[
control structures and up to
50 percent of construction
costs of structural measure,
for drainage, recreation, and
wildlife development
3. Up to 50 percent of the costs
of acquiring land for wildlife
or recreation development
4. Costs of land treatment measures up to the rates of assi~tance for similar practices un:
der other federal programs12
5. Loans, at federal long term
interest rates, to local sponsors to finance the local share
of costs
To qualify for federal assistance under the act, local sponsors
are required to:
1. Acquire necessary easements.
rights-of-way, and water ri~hli
2. Bear all project costs not specifically authorized for federal
payment, including all operation and maintenance cosb
3. Obtain agreements to carr)
out Soil Conservation Service
farm plans on at least 50 pncent of the agricultural land
within watershed boundaric,
and above project structures
4. Submit a satisfactory plan for
repayment of any loans made
under the act
Federal funding of PL 566 is
through annual Congressional appropriations. The Secretary of
Agriculture is authorized to distribute this among projects eligible fur
planning or implementation fund,.
i.e. those which have met the stated
requirements of the act. Appropri12 Most federal assistance for land treatment
practices is in the form of matching grants
to farmers under the Agricultural Conservation Program. For some practices assistance
ranges up to eighty percent of total installation costs. However, the average rate for
all practices is about 50 percent in Minnesota.
(Unpublished data available in the files of the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service, St. Paul).

ated funds need not be spent with- trict must prepare an overall plan
as legal sponsors of PL 566 waterin 1 ,ear; they remain available
for resource management to which
shed projects. Under the drainage
until expended.
all individual projects approved by
code, both county boards of com.1.2 Minnesota Watershed Act
the district managers must conform. missioners and district courts of
each judicial district are authorized
Specifically designed to enable The district plans must meet the
to establish legal drainage systems
participation of Minnesota commu- approval of the Minnesota Water
which may also include works for
nities in the PL 566 program, the
Resources Board and must be reflood control or "other public pur~linnesota Watershed Act provides viewed at least biennially by the
poses." Such drainage systems
for the creation of watershed disboard and the watershed managers.
may be established only after petitricts empowered to act as local
The watershed act does not
tion by resident landowners ownponsors of PL 566 watersheds.
limit the physical size of watershed
ing at least 60 percent of the land
ecause of the PL 566 requiredistricts, but provides that a disin the proposed system, onsite incnts that local sponsors obtain
trict " ... may include the whole or
ropcrty rights and assume finanany part of any watershed or water- spection by viewers, and by a professional engineer, and after public
ial responsibility for the local
sheds within the discretion of the
hearings.
hare of project costs, few public
Water Resources Board ... " 14
aencies in Minnesota have suffiHowever, all established districts
Drainage systems which lie
ient powers to act in this capaciare confined to identifiable small
entirely within one county may be
13 Watershed districts do have
drainage basins-ranging in size
established either by the county
hese powers.
from about 40 square miles up to
board or by the district court havWatershed districts are special almost 6,000 square miles.1 5 The
ing jurisdiction in that county.
agencies of the State of Minnesota
inherent potential for coordination Systems which extend into two or
·ith corporate powers similar to
of planning on a watershedwide
more counties can only be estabhose of other autonomous local
basis is shown by the absence of
lished by a district court-with juorernments. They have perpetual limitations on district size. This
risdiction to the district court in
succession, the right to participate
potential is further enhanced by
which the original petition for establishment is filed. However for
in legal contracts and proceedings,
the grant of authority for cooperboth county ditches and judicial
and other powers normally held by ation with other districts or public
ditches, the county board(s) of
corporate bodies. In addition, they agencies in planning and implementhe county ( or counties) affected
can exercise eminent domain, levy
tation.
administers the svstem once it is
both special assessment and generAlthough authorized funding
established. The.board( s) is ( are)
al property taxes, issue revenue
for most district purposes appears
the legal sponsor(s) for participabonds, regulate resource use withto be adequate, districtwidc plantion in the PL 566 program and
in their boundaries, and initiate
ning funds probably arc not. The
can perform all functions required
watershed improvements for tht'
organizational expense fund for
of local sponsors.
general benefit of the district.
each district is limited to the proFurthermore, they are specifically
cccds of an ad valorem tax levy
Financing local costs of conauthorized to implement and main- not to exceed the lesser of 2 mills
struction and maintenance of cour1lain improvement projects (such as per dollar of assessed value of taxty or judicial drainage systems is
PL 566 watersheds) which are not
able property in the district or
through the issuance of revenue
of general benefit to all district
$60,000. This fund can be used
bonds with a maximum interest
rc,idcnts. However, such projects
for district organizational expenses
rate of 6 percent and a maximum
c_an be implemented only upon pc- and for preparation of the overall
life to maturity of 23 years. Bonds
t1t1on and approval of affecte~ par- district plan. Additional funds are
are retired by assessment of beneties. and local costs must be fmanced available for planning individual imfited lands.
through assessment of beneficiaries. provements but apparently not for
To insure that separate projects districtwide planning.
within a watershed district do not
2 1 3 Minnesota Drainage Code
conflict with one another, each dis· ·
The Minnesota Drainage Code
13
Among local government agencies, only
provides
authorization for the onmunicipal or county governments, waterly alternative to watershed districts
shed districts, and the district courts have
the powers of eminent domain and of taxation which are essential for performance
of these functions. The effectiveness of
municipal and county governments is
obviously limited by their geographic
boundaries which seldom correspond to
complete watersheds.

14 Minnesota Statues, Chapter 112, section
36.
15 From unpublished data available at the
offices of the Minnesota Water Resources
Board, St. Paul.
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2.1.4

Administrative regulations

As important as statutory
limitations in their effects upon
the planning and development of
small watersheds is the relevant
body of quasi-legal administrative
regulations. Administra~ive regulations for planning and implementing PL 566 projects were establis~ed
by an executive order of the Pres,-

dent in 1954_ 16 The order authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture
to establish such guidelines as he
thinks necessary, including:
l. Criteria for formulation and
justification of project plans
and for cost sharing between
the federal government and
other project participants.
2. Engineering and economic
standards and objectives, including the degrees of flood
protection to be provided by
project measures.
3. Specification of structural
and land treatment measures
eligible for federal assistance.
Under this authority, guidelines for planning and evaluating
proposed PL 566 watersheds have
been developed and formalized
within the Soil Conservation Service, the agency assigned primary
authority for the program by PL
566 and the Secretary of Agriculture. Those most important from
the standpoint of total plan formulation and evaluation are summarized in the Economics Guide for
Watershed Protection and Flood
Prevention.17
General statements of principles underlying watershed planning
under PL 566 include:

* Watershed planning and analysis should result in plans
which are beneficial from the
broad public (national) viewpoint.

* No project purpose or measure should be included for
which tangible benefits, i.e.
quantifiable benefits, do not a
at least equal costs; therefore,
"careful economic analysis is
needed to make sure that no
purposes ( or measures) are
included that lack economic
justification ... " 18

* "The cost to society of capital utilization is determined
by the productive opportunities over time that are foregone." 19
More specific planning constraints
include:

* Land treatment measures are
the basic element of any
watershed project and must
be installed before any other
project measures can be justified. This statement is interpreted operationally to mean
that land treatment measures
required in PL 566 projects
are not included in analyses
of project feasibility.

economically feasible. ~o

Obvious conflicts arise between the general principles (points
1-3) and the more specific constraints (points 4-7) stated above.
19 !.!ili!,, p. 17.

17 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Con-

20 See: USDA/SCS, Work Plan Tamarac River

18 Ibid., p. 2.

2.2 Planning agencies
Several public agencies an·
involved in planning small watf'rshed projects in Minnesota. This
section briefly outlines the role of
each of these agencies in small
watershed planning.

2.2.1

Soil and water conservation
districts

Soil and water conservation
districts have been established in
84 of Minnesota's 87 counties.21
The districts, governed by elected
boards, are special units of government with corporate status, perpetual succession, and substantial
* The associated costs of projautonomy from other governmt·nect measures, i.e. the increased
tal units.
on-farm costs necessary to allow achievement of full projSoil and water conservation
ect benefits, are deducted
districts primarily coordinate Soil
from gross benefits to deterConservation Service assistance
mine the amount of benefits
for soil and water management on
used in economic analysis.
individual farms. They also promote resource conservation and
* The appropriate interest rate
development
throughout their
to use for discounting benedistrict
areas
and
are active in the
fits, amortizing costs, and coninitiation
and
planning
of PL 566
verting benefits and costs to
watershed
projects.
But
in Minrwa common time is the current
long-term federal interest rate. sota, because they lack the power
of eminent domain and have no
Not included in the Economrevenue sources other than granb
ics Guide but also an important
from other agencies, they cannul
planning guideline of the SCS is:
perform all the functions required
of local sponsors of PL 566 proj* If local sponsors will contribects. Therefore, these district, ofute at least 50 percent of the
ten seek establishment of waterinstallation costs ( including
shed districts or county or judi('ial
right-of-way, easement, and
drainage systems to act as legal
land costs) of fish and wildlife
sponsors of PL 566 application,
measures, these measures are
which they have initiated.
considered, for the purposes
2.2.2
Watershed districts
of project justification" to be

16 U.S. Code Annotated, Title 16, Chapter
18, section 1006.

servation Service, Economics Guide for
Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention,
(Washington: USDA/SCS, March 1964)
Chapter 1-2.

The implications of each for water.
shed planning are discussed in Chap.
ter III.

Watershed Marshall Kittson and Roseau
Counties in Minnesota (unpublished mimeo.
report, 1965) p. 55; USDA/SCS, Work Plan
Joe River Watershed-Kittson County, Minnesota (unpublished mimeo. report, 1963)

p. 15.
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Watershed districts are the
local government units in Minnesota which have primary responsibility for coordinating the develop21 Soil and water conservation districts are
authorized in Minnesota by the Minnesota
Soil Conservation Districts Law (Minnesota
Statutes, Chapter 40, section 01-15). A
more complete description of the structure,
functions, and legal authority of these districts and other planning agencies is given
in Thomas E. Daves, "National Resource
Special Districts in Minnesota" (unpublished
manuscript, University of Minnesota, 1968).

ent and management of natural
.
on a watershe dw1"de b as1s.
These districts (twenty-four are
ctive in Minnesota) are governed
~Y elected boards and are independent units of local governI?ent.
They have all the powers, mclud·ng those of taxation and eminent
~omain, necessary to discharge
their watershed management responsibilities.
Although watershed districts
arc specifically designed to a~t as
local sponsors of PL 566 pro1ects,
in numerous cases they have been
rstablished only after plani:ii':1~ for
3 PL 566 project has be~n 1_mtiated
bv a soil conservation d1st?~t and
the need for a legally qualified local sponsor is seen. Consequently'
these districts are often unable to.
perform thei~ planning _and coordination functions effectively. They
arc still being established ~hile major planning efforts are bemg COJ_llpleted by other interested agencies,
primarily SCS.
IT1,,ources

rec

ings, and establish judicial ditches.
They then delegate administration
of the established judicial ditch
(system) to the county boards of
the counties in which the system
lies. But they retain authority to
hear and dispose of petitions pertaining to any business of the system that county boards cannot
routinely settle. Petitions of this
nature might include requests to
withdraw or to increase the size of
the system, adjust benefit assessments, etc.
2.2.4 Minnesota Water Resources
Board

is the state conservationist of the
U.S. Soil Conservation Service.
Duties and powers of the committee include general supervision
and assistance to soil and water
conservation districts and the screening of applications for federal assistance under PL 566. In the latter
case, the committee is the legal agent of the State of Minnesota for
approval and priority ranking of
PL 566 applications.
2.2.6 U.S. Soil Conservation
Service
The Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) has three important roles in
Minnesota small watershed development. First, as the agency responsible for administration of PL
566, SCS has developed the guidelines used for planning all watershed projects involving SCS technical aid and/ or federal financial
contributions. Furthermore, the
SCS has authority to allocate funds
for project planning and implementation among qualified projectsprovided those projects do not require a federal contribution of over
$250,000 and meet certain structural size limitations ( see subsection 2.1.1). 27
Second, the professional
watershed planning staff !n the.
state offices of the SCS-mcludmg
engineers, hydrologists, economists,
and geologists- perform almost_ all
the detailed planning included m
PL 566 watershed work plans and
support materials.
. .
And finally, much of the m1tial field survey work, preliminary
planning, and :Ud in prep_aring a~plications for PL 566 assistance 1~
done bv SCS watershed work umts.
These ~ork units typically include
mumbers trained in engineering,
hydrology, soil science, and agronomv.
" Because almost all small watershed plann_ing a_nd devel?pm_eut J
now done m l\lmnesota 1s with I L

The Minnesota Water Resources
Board is an agency of the state government.25
The board has general responsibility for promoting the public
interest in water resource use and
management. lt ser~es prim~ri!y
in an advisory capacity, prov1dmg
a forum for analyzing specific waterrelated problems as they are affected
by the whole body of Minnesota
water law. If a substantial question
2.2.3 County boards and district
of water policy arises, legal proceedcourts
ings brought before the boardMinnesota law designates elec- either through petition or on referted county boards of commissionral bv another agency or the
ers as the governir~ boards of the
courts-are determined by the
,e,t'ral counties.2 These boards
board after public hearings. This
ha\t: broad administrative powers
determination is given in the form
for county affairs, including expliof recommendations to the intercit authority to perform any funcested agencies.
tions prescribed by legisla~i~e a~t,
The board also has authority
surh as the functions specified m
to create watershed districts. to
the drainage code ( see subsection
periodically approve and_review
2.1.2).23
. . .
.
district plans, and to decide ~pMinnesota 1s d1V1ded mto 10
peals by individuals or agencies
judicial districts designated by stat- affected by district actions.
ufr. 24 Each district is served by a
2.2.5 State Soil Conservation
di~triet court with two or more
Committee
elected judges presiding.
The State Soil Conservation
The district courts' jurisdiction Committee is also a state agency
and responsibility in watershed !'°an- with primarily advisory responsi:
agement are specified in the drambilities.26 The committee has nme
age code (see subsection 2.1.3).
members five of whom must be
'
..
Basically, they can accept petitions, active farmers.
The remammg
perform or cause to be performed
four ex officio members are state
necessary investigations and hearofficials. Also meeting with the
~ Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 375, section 01. committee as an advisory member 27
23

24

Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 375, section
18, subdivision 13.

25 Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 105, sections

Ibid., Chapter 2, section 722.

26 Ibid., Chapter 40, section 03.

71-81.
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The authority to approve beginning of_con·
struction on projects within the spec1f1ed
cost and size limitations has been delegated
to the SCS State Conservationist in each
state (USDA/SCS, Multiple Purpose Watershed Projects, p. 7).

2.3 The planning process

566 assistance, the basic procedu es
are those prescribed by PL 566.2
To initiate a PL 566 project, an application for federal plannin~ assistance is prepared by local proJect
sponsors.29 The application expresses the local sponsors' perception of watershed problems and
feasible improvements to solve
them. It also specifies the probablt
level of federal assistance needed
and the contribution of local participants.
The application for PL 566
assistance is then sent to the State
Soil Conservation Committee
which may approve or disapprove.
If the application is approved, it
is assigned a priority rating which
ranks it among other unserviced
planning assistance applications in
the state. As planning assistance
funds become available to the state
(from SCS), these priority ratings
are criteria for fund allocation.
Considerations entering the priority ratings include the degree of
support for the project throughout
the project area, the ability of local
sponsors to meet all legal and financial obligations, the levels of soil
conservation practices now being
applied in the project area, and the
number of prospective beneficiaries.
In addition, projects in Minnesota
are rated on a numerical scale that
assigns values to nine items including several of those listed above
and also current damage levels,
percentage of the watershed in
cropland, land values, possibility
of damage reduction through use
of structures, and the contribution
which the project would make to
wildlife and recreation values and
to downstream flood control. 30

8

28 The sources used in this description include
unpublished materials available at the SCS
state offices in St. Paul, and USDA/SCS,
Multiple Purpose Watershed Projects.
29 At this stage in the planning process, a
local sponsor with full capability to perform all local financial functions is not
required. Therefore in Minnesota, most
projects have been initiated with soil conservation districts as the primary local
sponsors. In general, watershed districts
or legal ditch systems have been organized
in project areas only after PL 566 planning
is well underway-often after the PL 566
project work plan has been approved by
SCS for implementation.

3o For a discussion of the rating system used
in Minnesota see Herrick and Raup, op. cit.,
pp. 19-21.

If a particular project is given
a high priority rating by the State
Soil Conservation Committee, the
SCS makes an extensive preliminary investigation of the physical
and economic feasibility of developing a plan which would meet
project objectives. The preliminary
investigation involves all professional capabilities of the state SCS planning staff and calls upon experts
from other interested agencies such
as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Forest Service, and
the Minnesota Conservation Department. The investigation results in
a project proposal detailing preliminary estimates of costs and benefits and technical requirements.
The proposal is reviewed by all interested agencies, including local
sponsors. If this preliminary proposal is approved by the sponsors
and the SCS state conservationist,
authorization by the SCS administrator to prepare a project work
plan is requested.
Development of the final project work plan is again primarily the
work of the state SCS planning
staff. Specialized assistance is obtained from other agencies and
from SCS work unit personnel in
the project area. For this final plan,
extensive field surveys are made to
obtain reliable estimates of all physical and economic requirements
and effects of proposed ( and alternative) project measures. If it appears that the project will be feasible both physically and economically, a draft work plan is constructed. The draft plan is reviewed by
agencies acting as local sponsors
during the planning process, by the
SCS watershed planning unit in
Washington, and, if necessary, by
the appropriate congressional committees. Public hearings are held
locally. If approved by all participating agencies, the completed
work plan becomes the basis for
project implementation.
However for project implementation to proceed, a legally
qualified and responsible local
sponsor is required by PL 566.
And in Minnesota, it is most often
at this stage that the State Water
-12-

Resources Board is petitioned to
create a watershed district to aet
as the legal sponsor. Obvioush in
these cases, the watershed distril'!
board, as such, has no role in proj.
ect planning.
Ill A CRITIQUE OF WATERSHED PLANNING PROCEDURES
Small watersheds under PL
566 are largely financed with fed.
eral funds. Therefore, the applic,.
hie viewpoint for project evaluatio
is that of society as a whole. The
primary criterion for project c,al 11
ation is whether the resources expended are allocated so that the
resources will yield as high a return
in social benefits as they would in
alternative uses. The general objective is maximization of social
welfare. Operationally, this rcquin
that the sum of all project benefit;
wherever they accrue, be equal tu
or greater than all project cost,;
wherever they fall.
However, tangible waterslw<l
improvement objectives are specified by local participants. Profr~sional planning personnel seek lo
develop watershed plans which, if
implemented, would solve problt'm;
that local participants want solrc<l.
With this objective, technical planning of PL 566 projects is a pr()(t''i
of designing a system of structural
and/or nonstructural measures whir
(1) will solve the expressed watershed problems to an acceptable degree, ( 2) is least costly from among
a reasonable and effective set of
alternatives, and ( 3) has a prt>scnl
value of expected total benefit, at
least equal to the present value of
expected total costs.
In this chapter, procedurt',
used in planning PL 566 project,
are evaluated to determine whether
they facilitate attainment of the
general and specific project objectives outlined above. Methods u,ed
by the Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) in estimating project co~t,.
benefits, and benefit-cost ratio, are
described briefly and are subjected
to theoretical criticism.
3. 1 Project costs

3.1.1

Procedures for cost
estimation

The costs of implementinl!
structural and land treatment meai-

ures designed for PL 566 projects
are classified as installation, operation and maintenance, and induced
costs. Cost estimation procedures
u,ed by SCS are outlined fully in
the Economics Guide. 31
Installation costs. Project in,tallation costs include costs of
1:onstruction, technical and legal
,ervices, and land, easements, and
rights-of-way. Planning costs are
almost all borne by SCS and are
not included in the costs of indiYidual projects.

Construction costs are estimated by applying standard cost
coefficients to the physical operations required. For example, the
construction costs of enlarging a
channel is the volume of excavation
required multiplied by the average
(or normal) base-year cost per unit
volume under the relevant physical
conditions (soil, topography, etc.).
Unit construction costs are assumed
l'Onstant over the construction
period.
Estimates of the costs of technical services-primarily engineering services provided by SCS-are
based upon the cost of providing
the services, including salaries, materials, and overhead. The estimated
rnsls of legal or other services required for contract administration
are the market rates for the particular services required.
Land, easements, and rightsof-way are acquired either through
negotiation between individual
property owners and the local
,ponsors or through condemnation.
F:stimates of fair market value of
these property rights are obtained
using one or more of three property appraisal procedures: compari,on with sales of similar lands or
rights in the market; capitalization
of net income streams; and determination of replacement cost.
31

The discussion is based upon information
obtained in conversations with Soil Conservation Service personnel, from the individual watershed work plans, and from SCS
Economics Guide.

Total real costs of property acquisition are included in project cost
estimates, whether property is donated or purchased.
Operation and maintenance
costs. The basic assumption underlying estimation of operation and
maintenance costs is that works of
improvement must be operated and
maintained so that they will deliver
throughout the life of the project
the full benefits for which they
were designed. For most PL 566
projects, these costs involve largely
maintenance, including annual and
periodic repairs and replacement
of any project components expected to have a lifetime shorter than
the project. Typically, operation
costs include the costs of regulating water levels or flows using manually operated gates and administration and servicing of recreational
and wildlife areas. Although these
costs fluctuate from year to year,
annual average operation and maintenance costs arc estimated by applying projected long term prices
(unit costs) to average kvds of services and materials required.

accounted for in the estimated cash
or opportunity costs of flowage
casements.
The third type of induced
costs, however, is likely to occur.
Drainage of swamplands and increased intensity of land use are
common results of small watershed
projects. Wildlife habitat almost
inevitablv suffers.
Associated costs. In addition
to the project costs described earlier. associated costs- classified as
nonprojeet or extra-project costs
bv the Soil Conservation Servicea;e included in project analyses.
Associated costs arc costs over and
above project costs necessary to
attain the benefits attributed to
structural measures. The two types
of associated costs usually considered are costs of changing land use
patterns (land clearing and construction of field drainage) and increased
onfarm production costs necessary
to achieve increased output.

Estimating the costs of changing land use is done in the same way
as estimating construction costs.
lf changing land use requires land
Induced costs. The Economics
clearing, cost per acre multiplied
Guide defines induced costs as·· ...
by the number of acres to be cleared
all uncompensated adverse effects
is the associated cost estimate. Inin ~ouch and services caused by the
creased production costs are esticon,;lruction or operations of a
mated using farm budgeting techproject.''32 Examples of such
niques. Costs of production inputs
costs include production losses in
necessary without the project are
excess of estimated damages to
subtracted from input costs for
lands used ( or restricted in use) b)
with-project condition1,,.
the project, detrimental downstream effects, and damages to
Total costs. Not all costs esfish and wildlife resources.
timated for a small watershed project arc included when total eosb
There is no indication in any
( used in deriving project or project
of the project work plans studied
that any induced costs were includ- component benefit-cost ratios) are
assembled. Land treatment meased in project analyses. Induced
ures by land owners are excluded
costs of the first two types are unby administrative decision of SCS. 33
derstandably absent. If estimation
of the costs of obtaining land, ease- And, although associated costs are
ments, and rights-of-way is adequate- included in project benefit-cost
ly done, there would be no induced analyses, they are not include?
with other costs on the cost side
costs of the first type, i.e. all proof the ratio. Rather, they are treatduction losses of this nature are
ed as "negative benefits" and are
accounted for in the property acsubtracted from gross project benequisition costs. Similarly, detrifits.
mental downstream effects can be
33 Ibid., Ch. 2, p. 1.

3 2 Ibid., p. 38.
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Before annual total project
costs can be determined, installation
costs of structural measures must
be converted to an annual basis.
This is done by amortizing capital
expenditures over the planned project lifetime-SO years for all Minnesota projects. The rate of interest
assumed for amortization purposes
is the base-year nominal long term
federal interest rate established by
the Treasury Department. For the
13 study projects, the assumed rate
ranged from 2 1/2 percent to 3 1/8
percent.
With the SCS exclusion of
land treatment and associated costs,
annual project costs become the
sum of the annualized value of installation costs, annual operation
and maintenance costs, and annual
induced costs.

merce. From 1946 to 1966, this
index rose from 56 to 121, an average annual increase of 3.9 percent ( compounded) in construction
costs. 35 For the average project,
expenditures made in the 1st year
of construction would be nearly
8 percent higher than planned. In
the 5th year of construction, expenditures would be 27 percent
higher than planned. Depending
upon the time distribution of capital outlays, failure to take account
of the time lag can have a serious
effect on project planning, distorting estimates of absolute dollar cost
levels for individual projects and
also benefit-cost ratios between
projects.

Induced costs. There is apparently no attempt by watershed
planners to measure the losses of
3.1.2 Criticism of cost estimation fish and wildlife resources attributprocedures
able to project measures. Nor are
the real costs ( values) of such losses
Cost estimation procedures
given equal attention with similar
for PL 566 projects can be criticized benefits in estimating the intangible
on several counts.
effects of project development.
Changing construction costs.
Measurement of these costs is difUnless a single structure takes
ficult, but some attempt to incormore than 2 years to complete or
poratc them in project evaluation
unless the total planned project
is desirable if maximizing public
construction period is substantialwelfare is the prime criterion for
ly more than 5 years, unit construe- justification. Recent research on
tion costs are assumed constant
the evaluation of the social costs
over the construction period. Also, of loss of wildlife habitat might
delays between the planning base
prove useful in devising methods
year and approval for construction
for cost estimation. 36 For project
are i~ored if they are not too
evaluation, the benefits of fish and
long:::S4
wildlife habitat could be considered
to be equal to the costs of their
The effects this assumption
of constant unit costs can have on
creation and the costs of destroying habitat estimated by using rethe accuracy of cost estimation can ~ - - - - - - - - be illustrated with the use of the
3 5 U.S. Department of Commerce, Census
composite construction cost index
Bureau, Statistical Abstract of the United
of the U.S. Department of ComStates (88th ed.; Washington: U.S. Gov34 For the 13 projects studied, the time from
the planning base year to the end of the
construction period averaged between 6
and 7 years: One to 2 years delay before
approval, and a 5-year planned construction
period. One project was not approved until
5 years after the base year, resulting in a
lapse of 10 years between the base year
and planned completion of construction.
Another project planned but not yet approved, the South of Hawley-South of
Buffalo project, has a proposed construction
period of 8 years with no consideration given to changing unit costs of construction.

ernment Printing Office, 1967), p. 716.
The composite construction cost index relates the cost, in current dollars for each
year, of a bundle of construction outputs
to the cost of a similar bundle in a base
period (1957-1959) valued at base period
prices. Hence, changes in the index numbers over time reflect both changes in technology and in unit prices of particular production inputs.

36 See Jon Heller Goldstein, "An Economic
Analysis of the Wetlands Problem in Minnesota" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Department of Economics, University of
Minnesota, 1967).
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placement cost techniques. Thi,
could be done by determining the
quantities of particular classes of
habitat destroyed and multipl:, ing
these by replacement costs. Thes1,
replacement costs are well-documented in watershed work plans
where development of wildlife
habitat is an objective.

Associated costs. There i,
general agreement among both
economic theorists and watershed
planning economists that the current method of treating associated
costs in watershed project planning
is acceptable. As explained in
section 3.1. l. above, the current
method is to subtract associated
costs (both the costs of additional
production inputs and the onfann
or other extraproject costs of
changing or intensifying land use)
from gross project benefits to obtain an estimate of net benefits to
project measures.
The theoretical argument for
this method is that locally borne
costs should be subtracted from
gross project benefits because frderal capital is taken to be the limiting factor in watershed development. All other inputs are assumed
to be freely available at market
prices. Therefore by maximizing
the rate of return on federal capital, the production of the grealt',t
possible stream of future value,
will be assured.37
However, this treatment of
associated costs tends to cause mi1allocation of resources unless benefits equal to associated costs" 011ld
be generated by implementation of
the onfarm or other extra-project
measures, whether or not the proj·
ect is completed; or complementarity between project and extraproject measures is such that benc·
fits obtainable by implementing
extra-project measures alone pit"
the share of project benefits attributable to extra-project measure., i,
equal to their cost. If neither of
these two conditions holds, thi"

sut:

37 For an elaboration of this argument, see
Otto Eckstein, Water Resources Develop·
ment: The Economics of Project Evalua·
tion (Cambridge, Mass.; Harvard University
1965), pp. 61-65.

Press,

method leads either to overestima- But a large proportion of nonPL
566 capital-about 50 percent of
tion or underestimation of the
benefits generated by project meas- all land treatment costs-is provided by the cost sharing provisions
mes.
of the Agricultural Conservation
Obviously, the magnitude of
Program (ACP).38 The remaining
error caused by this procedure depends upon the ratio of associated funds other than PL 566 and ACP
costs to gross benefits and the aver- come in Minnesota from state conservation funds (for the local share
age size of error per unit cost of
of wildlife improvements) and from
extra-project measures. Because
the error per unit costs is probably local beneficiaries. The local share
is financed in total by loans from
not calculable given current techniques, the gross error for any given the Farmers Home Administration
project is indeterminate. However, at substantially lower than market
interest rates. 39 In short, all the
if associated costs are large with
initial outlay for watershed develrespect to gross benefits, the error
opment under PL 566 comes from
can be assumed to be significant.
Furthermore, even if the bene- government funds, primarily federal. There would seem to be no
fits of extra-project measures just
equal their costs, evaluation of proj- logical reason for excluding any
costs or benefits to obtain an estiect feasibility on the basis of only
mate of the rate of return to fedproject costs and benefits would,
eral
capital. The potential for misunder all but one unique set of cirallocation
is real and could easily
cumstances, cause a misallocation
be eliminated by treating associated
of resources. Efficient resource allocation would require also that the costs and benefits in the same manner as project costs and benefits.
ratios of extra-project to project
costs (and benefits) be equal for
Land treatment measures.
all alternative projects. For example, Criticism similar to that leveled
assume two projects competing for against the treatment of associated
limited public investment funds are costs can be made about the failure
equivalent in technical and politito include the costs of land treatcal feasibility and also require ap·
ment measures in project benefitproximately the same total (public
cost analyses.
and private) investment to install
Land treatment measures are,
project measures. With the maxiaccording
to the Economics Guide,
mization of net benefits per unit
... the basic element of any
of cost as a primary investment
watershed project and shall
allocation criterion (with a budget
be considered the nucleus
rnnstraint), the project having the
or initial increment for
higher net benefit-cost ratio would
project formulation. All
get priority in funding. If, however,
other measures shall be
this project also required substanjustified for inclusion in
tially higher extra-project expenditures, the total (project plus extrathe project on the basis
project) benefit-cost ratio might
that the land treatment
well be higher for the alternative
project. Thus, failure to estimate 38 U.S.D.A. Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, Agricultural Con·
a total benefit-cost ratio could
servation Program, Summary by States
result in giving priority in resource
(1964).p.1.
allocation to a project yielding a
lower rate of return than a known 39 The interest rate for loans to finance the
local share of PL 566 project investment
feasible alternative.
has, since inception of the program, been
The argument that federal
about 3 percent (in July of 1969 the rate
was increased to 3.4 percent). Loans made
capital is the meaningful constraint
under this program must be repaid no later
on which the rate of return should
than 23 years after the loan date. (Unpubbe maximized would seem to imply lished data available in the files of the
Farmers Home Administration, St. Paul).
that the above conclusion is trivial.

measures scheduled for
completion in the watershed work r.lan have been
completed_,t.0
Furthermore, these measures are,
in the standard phraseology of
watershed work plans, "essential
for the proper functioning of the
works of improvement."
However, as stated earlier,
the costs and "independent benefits" of land treatment measures
are not included in project analyses.
The justification used for their exclusion is given in the following
statement:
Extensive research and experience over many years
has shown that land treatment measures which are
acceptable to and will be
installed by landowners
almost universally produce
benefits far in excess of
costs.41Even if-as this statement asserts-the benefits of land treatment measures which arc acceptable to and
will be installed b; landowners do
far exceed costs,4 the exclusion
of land treatment measures from
economic analysis of PL 566 project is still not justified. There is no
assurance that programmed measures would be installed by ( or even
acceptable to) landowners without
the very substantial incentives of
ACP cost sharing, of low-interest
loans from the FHA, and of projcd benefits accruing to landowners
but generated by structures largely
paid for by PL 566 funds. Also,
40 Economics Guide, Ch. 2, p. 1.
41 Carl B. Brown, "Economics and Financing
of Irrigation, Drainage, and Flood Control
Works," (mimeographed paper presented
at the Second Technical Conference on
Irrigation, Drainage, and Flood Control,
Omaha, Nebraska, May 16, 1962), p. 5.
Underlining added.

1
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42 At least one researcher seems to argue that
this statement is not universally true. See
Herbert Warren Grubb, "Individual and
Aggregate Benefits and Costs of Soil Conservation in the South," (unpublished Ph.
D. dissertation, Department of Agricul·
tural Economics, North Carolina State
University, 1964).

how much land treatment benefits
exceed costs no doubt varies widely among projects. As was argued
for associated costs, efficient resource allocation requires that such
variation be taken into account in
project evaluations. And finally,
some land treatment measures are
of such a nature that their generation of benefits in excess of those
attributed to project measures is
extremely doubtful. Particularly
questionable are open field ditches
and drainage laterals or mains which
undoubtedly are essential if project
drainage benefits are to accrue.
The potential for distortion
in resource allocation resulting from
failure to include land treatment
measures in project evaluations may
be indicated by this fact: for the
13 approved projects in Minnesota,
43 percent of total project installation costs tabulated in project workplans are the costs of installing land
treatment measures (see table 4.2)
Not included in computing this percentage are the extra-project ( associated cost) measures which would
also be classified as land treatment.
The interest rate. Federal
administrative policy requires that
investment costs of water resource
projects involving federal expenditures be amortized at the current
rate of long term federal bonds.
This rate is considered appropriate
because:
1. It is the government's cost of
obtaining funds.
2. It is a measure of time-related
value differences of essentiallv
risk-free investments.
•
3. It is an approximation of the
social time preference rate
which takes into account the
preferences of future as well
as present generations; market
interest rates are attuned only
to the preferences of the present generation.
Each of these points will b,~ considered in turn.
1. The long term federal interest rate may be the cost to government of obtaining investment capi-

tal, but the relevant cost to be considered in evaluating projects from
society's point of view is society's
cost of using funds for this purpose.
What is the opportunity cost in
terms of foregone current consumption and/or future consumption
which might be generated by alternative public or private investments?
It can be argued that the cost to
society is the weighted average cost
of all federal funds collected, including both borrowed and tax revenues. 43 An interest rate based on
this cost would be higher than the
bond rate because, although federal borrowing primarily taps funds
which would otherwise be held idle
or used in other low return investments, taxes extract funds both
from current consumption and high
return investments.
2. Federal water resource investments are riskless to lenders
who are assured repayment by the
fiscal and monetary power of the
federal government. But the risk
is not zero that benefits over time
will not be sufficient to cover all
costs. Obviously, this borrowers'
risk is as high for federal water resources projects as it is for similar
private projects such as large power complexes or cooperative drainage or irrigation projects. The risk
of not returning expected benefits
may be particularly high for small
watershed projects designed primarily lo improve agricultural land.
Increased production in other areas
and/or changing governmental policies with respect to quotas, land
retirement programs, and price
supports may have large negative
effects on project benefits.
3. A social rate of time preference which gives more weight to
future consumption than individual
rates of time preference assumes
that the saving consumption actions
of individuals ( and private firms)
reflect too little concern for the
43 Krutilla and Eckstein argue that the cost
of tax revenue alone is the real social cost
of federal financing. John W. Krutilla and
Otto Eckstein, Multiple Purpose River
Development-Studies in Applied Economic
Analysis (Baltimore, Maryland: Johns
Hopkins Press, 1958), pp. 78-130.
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welfare of future generations.
This assumption is a value judgment which may be valid.44 Ho11ever, if there is a need for redistribu
tion of income ( consumption) toward the future, economic efficiency requires maximization of futur!'
income streams per unit of current
consumption given up. And the
future income stream generated L,
a particular rate of investment ( ru·rgone current consumption) is maximized by channeling capital into
the most profitable public 2! pri, alt
alternative-assuming, of course. thal
capital committed to investment i,
reinvested perpetually. As borrowers' risk is not necessarily higher
for private investments, optimal
patterns would be achieved by ~cl,
ting both private and public interest rates at the same level.
This also leads to argumenb.
readily available in the literatur!'.
that water resource investments
have unique or intangible benefits
which justify lower rates. Watcr
resource investments ( and conservation in general) are said to be
merit investments because, in addition to those benefits accruing from
increased agricultural output, the:
preserve irreplaceable natural resources. This argument is questionable; the same government invc,ting
in such projects is also allocating
large sums to drain marshlands.
inundate magnificent canyons, and
subsidize the exploitation of limited mineral wealth. Secondly, the
often expressed need to expand
the nation's food and fiber resoun-t'
base for national security reason,
or to insure adequate future prodmtive capacity is also questionable.
For every acre of cropland gain!'d
or improved through small watershed projects, several others are retired or underutilized because of
price relationships and governmrnl
44 The standard arguments are that people
are shortsighted about their own or their
successors' future needs and/or that in
the marketplace they will not reveal their
preference for public goods, of which consumption by future generations is a form.
See A.A. Prest and R. Turvey, "CostBenefit Analysis: A Survey,"~
nomic Journal, LXXV (December, 1965),
p. 697.

roo-rams. With almost certain con" advancements m
. technology,
inued
he need for more land resources
i~ not likely to arise within the
projected physical lifetimes of any
projects now being implemented.

procedures used in PL 566 project
planning.

Procedures for benefit
estimation
The procedures outlined beOther damage reductions inlow are those currently used to
If the long term federal bond
clude
loss of livestock, fences, farm
estimate benefits of PL 566 waterequipment,
etc. Average losses
rate is not an appropriate rate to
shed projects and are described fulwhich would occur without the
u~e in evaluating public investments ly in the Economics Guide.46
project were estimated and comin water resources, what is an apFlood prevention benefits.
pared with losses to be expected
propriate rate? Among alternatives The benefits of flood prevention
with the project. The physical
whith have been proposed are rates or, more accurately, floodwater
amounts of loss reduction were
ranging from around 4.5 percent
control are usually attributed to
valued at long term prices to estiup lo 10 or 15 percent. 45 Most
three different sources: damage
mate project benefits.
contributors, however, suggest a
reduction; more intensive land use;
rate somewhere between the federal and changed land use.
Benefits of reducing flood
bond rate and an estimated riskFor most PL 566 projects,
damages to structures and nonagriadjusted rate of return on private
damage reduction benefits are
cultural lands are computed on the
investment, i.e. for the early l 960's
largely reduction in damages to
basis of historical damage data.
between 3 and 10 percent. ln the
For example, because project meascrops and/or cropland. Benefits
following analysis of actual waterare computed as increased net inures are usually designed to elimished planning in Chapter IV, internate damage to bridges and highcomes farmers would receive by
e,t rates of 4 and 6 percent were
ways, damage reduction benefits
being able to increase production
u,ed. Four percent illustrates the
equal lo average annual bridge and
because of project improvements.
effects which even minor increases
highway maintenance costs resultEstimates of production increases
in the interest rate can have on projing from past flooding in the waterarc based upon the farmer's expecect benefit-cost ratios. Six percent
tations of what production would
shed are attributed to project measi, a compromise rate, high enough
be without the project and with
ures. Urban damage reduction benlo illustrate the distorting resource
the project (floodfree). The farmefits are estimated similarly. Data
allotation effects of an artificially
er's expectations are obtained
on past damages are obtained prilow interest rate, yet not pressing
through personal interviews and
marily from county and municipal
at the bounds of credibility 011 the
are compared with yield and outgovernments. All cost estimates
high side.
put information available from
are adjusted to reflect projected
other sources. Resulting estimates
long term prices.
The obvious effect of evaluating project planning using a discount are also verified or adjusted by proReductions of indirect damfessional assessment of yield possirate· higher than those used in the
ages from flooding-disruptions of
bilities based upon detailed litudics
original project analyses is to intravel, communications, or other
of soil types and climatic conditions. services-an'. considered project
ereasc estimates of annual project
Finally, net increases in production benefits. These indirect benefits
tosls. The increase in costs will be
between existing and floodfree
greater on those projects which are
are usually estimated as a percent
conditions are adjusted to account
of direct benefits, ranging from 5
relatively capital-intensive and/ or
for the frequency and magnitudes
to 25 percent. Indirect benefits of
which have shorter economic lifetimes.
of floods which would occur even · reducing flood damages to agriculwith project development. To con- tural land are assumed to be between
vert estimated production increases 5 and 10 percent of direct benefits.
3.2 Project benefits
For highways, bridges, and railroads,
to net income (benefit) terms, inThis section describes briefly
indirect damage reduction benefits
creased production and associated
and criticizes benefit estimation
are assumed to be from 15 to 25
production expenses are valued at
45 F . .f. .
projected long term prices.4 7 Farm percent of direct benefits.
or Just, ,cations of the low and high rates,
respectively, see William L. Miller, "The
Magnitude of the Discount Rate for Government Projects," Southern Economic
Journal, XLVIII (April, 1962), pp. 348356, and Ian M.D. Little and James A.
Mirrlees, Manual of Industrial Project
Analysis in Developing Countries, Vol II,
Social Cost-Benefit Analysis (Paris: Development Center of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development,
1967), pp. 181-189.

3.2.1

budgets with project and without
project are then constructed, and
expected net increases in farm incomes are estimated.

46 Op. Cit., Ch. 3-12.
4 7 The projected prices used are presented in:
U.S.D.A., Agricultural Research Service
and Agricultural Marketing Service, "Agricultural Price and Cost Projections," 1957
(mimeographed). The projected prices are
the average 1953-1955 prices for the various
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commodities adjusted to reflect 1910-14
relative prices. The rather heroic set of assumptions underlying these projections
include expectations of: (a) relatively high
employment; (b) a trend toward peace;
(c) continued population and economic
growth; (d) a stable general price level;
and (3) "production and demand requirements in balance under competitive condi·
tions" (p. 4).

Benefits of changed land use
made possible by flood control
arise from increasing the amount
of land in higher use categories, i.e.
from conversion of idle land to managed woodlot or pasture, woodlot
or pasture to cropland, cropland
to residential, residential to industrial, etc. More intensive land use
benefits are those generated by
more intensive use of land which
remains within a particular use
category. Examples of this type
of benefit include introduction of
higher value crops on cropland
previously susceptible to flooding,
use of more purchased inputs on
crops, development and management of park or wildlife lands, and
upgrading industrial use such as
from scrapyard to factory site.

surplus crops.49 However, benefits
attributed to more intensive land
use or to reduced flood damages
are not restricted in this manner.

costs. The Economics Guide ~uo.C
gests that if fish and wildlife hem.
fits were to be estimated they
might " ... be measured in term~ of
the cost of the cheapest alternati1r
source of obtaining equivalent lwn
efits that would most likely be uti
lized in the absence of the project,i

Drainage benefits. The benefits of drainage measures for agricultural lands ( called agricultural
water management benefits by the
SCS) are estimated using the inRecreation benefits. Estima
creased net income method detion of the benefits generated ln
scribed above for estimating beneproject measures designed for n:r·re
fits to flood control. Net increases
ation or of benefits provided inciin farmers' incomes resulting from
dentally involves projecting the rate
drainage measures are determined
of use in visitor days per year and
by using farm budget analyses with
multiplying th at number by a fixed
and without the project to estimate value (benefit) of 1 visitor day of
recreation. A visitor day is defined
production and production input
levels on drained lands. Production as a visit during l day by one pnson to a recreation site, regardll'ss
and production inputs with an d
without the project are valued at
of how long he st ays. In eS t imatin1
·
Add'
visitor days, consideration is gi\en
projected long term pnces.
Ito use of similar facilities in other
tional purchased inputs necessary
Benefits from different or
to obtain full proJ· ect benefits are
similar areas, projected population
more intensive use of agricultural
d·
th · th
·ncluded
as
costs.
Other
extraan mcome grow m e area. acland are estimated in the same man- l
· f T ·
ner as benefits to reduced flood
project ( associated) costs necessary cess, competmg aci Itles, etc. The
for the proJ·ected increases are not
fixed benefits generated per vi,itor i
d amage. T h is involves determining
d Of
t'
1· d · '
included in the budget analyses,
ay
recrea 100 are out me 111
increased ( or decreased) production
th E
· G 'd
d
but they are subtracted from the
e conomics m e an range
of the various crops or livestock
products and valuing the changes
net increases in income. The result from 50 cents to $1.50, ~epending I
· t dl
t
·
is an estimate of net benefits to proJ·- upon the extent and quality ')I the
at proJec e ong erm pnces.
f T ·
'd d 51
From this estimate of the gross inect measures. Extra-project me~sures ac1 1ties prov1 e .
crease in value of output are subtract- normal!y exclu~ed from th ~ proJect
At the present time, watn,hea
ed increased production costs and
e~aluation are field a nd a_uxiliary
improvement measures designed
associated land clearing or other
ditches neces~ary for ~ramage, an~
for recreation are included in the
th e lao d clea_rmg, fencmg, etc., which project analysis only if recreation
costs necessary to achieve expected
production increases. Nonagriculmay be required for la nd use changes. is a stated project purpose. If n'crt
tural benefits are normally estimated
F?r flood c?ntrol measures,
ation is merely auxiliary to other
at the increased sale or rental value
no pr~Je~t b~nefits can b~ counted
purposes of project measures, an:
of (nonagricultural) improved lands for _brmgmg mto produ?tJon by
additional investments required to
as determined by appraisal. Estima- dramage n~w land that 1s to be used provide recreation are considcr('d
tion procedures for benefits to imfor p~oducmg surplus c~ops. Howjustified if local interests are \v illing
provement of wildlife and recreaever, mcreased product10n of surto bear operation and maintenance
tional lands are discussed below.
plus crops on existing cropland
and one-half of total installation
given improved drainage can be
costs.
ln assessing benefits from incounted.
Water supply benefits. 111
creased production, some account
Fish and wildlife benefits. In
evaluating small watershed proj<'cli.
is taken of the existence of surpluses practice, benefits generated from
the SCS does not directly estimate
of some agricultural commodities.
measures designed to develop or
benefits to municipal or industrial
The Economics Guide urges caution improve fish or wildlife habitat are
water supply measures included a;
and conservatism in the estimation
not estimated in PL 566 project
a project purpose. It merely reof benefits to be generated by crops analyses. However if included as a
quires that there be a need for the
now in surplus ( under supply conproject objective, these measures
facility, that the least costly mean;
trol). 48 Recently, administrative
are assumed to generate annual hen- for obtaining water be used, and
policy of the Soil Conservation
efits equal to their annual total
the water not be so expensive that
Service was changed so that no ben- 4
9 Irwin C. Ford (Agricultural Economist, scs,
population or industrial migration
efits can be counted for changing
Washington) quoted in the Proceedings of
50 Op. cit., Ch. 9, p. 7.
land use to cropland to be used for
the SCS Midwest Regional Economists'
1

48

Op. Cit., Ch. 4, p. 4.

Workshop, Lincoln, Nebraska, June 3-5,
1969. p. 3, unpublished.
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51 !.!?!2:, p. 4.

would be a lower cost alternative.
When water supply is incidental to
other project purposes, water supply benefits are estimated to be the
quantity of water required (projected use rate) multiplied by the
difference between separable costs
of water supply from the project
source and the costs of water supply from the least costly alternative.
Secondar_ benefits. Secondan benefits5 are excluded by SCS
regulations from estimates of small
watershed project benefit-cost ratios. However to enhance prospects
of project approval, most watershed
work plans include statements that
extensive secondary benefits will
also be generated by project measures. Furthermore, secondary benefits are often quantified for presentation in the work plans and
were included in the benefit-cost
ratios estimated for five of the 13
study projects. The standard
amount of secondary benefits attributed to a project is the sum of
10 percent of primary benefits, 10
pncent of project operation and
maintenance costs, and 10 percent
of associated costs. Benefits which
th1·sc percentages are used to approximate are those "stemming"
from and "induced" by project
measures. Stemming benefits are
i11l'.reased local outputs of transportation, processing, marketing, or
other services required to handle
increased production generated by
the project (the project primary
b('nefits). Induced benefits are the
increased sales of physical inputs
and services required to enable the
~cneration of project benefits
(project operation and maintenance costs and associated costs).
Total benefits. Estimated
total annual benefits used for projeet benefit-cost ratios are the sum
of estimated values for each of the
~-enefits described earlier excluding
fish and wildlife, recreation and
water supply improvements not
52

"Secondary benefits are defined as the
values added over and above the immediate
products or services of the project as a result of activities 'stemming from' or 'induced
by' the project." l!lli!:, Ch. 11, p. 1.

specified as project purposes, and
secondary benefits. In estimating
each type of benefit, expected lag
in benefit accrual is accounted for
by discounting. Although the
Economics Guide specifies a discount rate equal to current long
term federal interest rates, 53 the
SCS used a rate of 4 percent in
discounting benefits for most of
the study projects.
3.2.2

Criticism of benefit
estimation procedures

Some of the criticisms of cost
estimation procedures ( subsection
3.1.2) apply as well to benefit estimation procedures. Arbitrary exclusion of some measures from the
analysis and the use of unrealistic
interest rates are examples. Also,
because of the identity relationship
between costs and benefits ( costs
are negative benefits), the arguments
with respect to cost estimation procedures have application in the estimation of benefits.

operation for some time, while
most project costs are incurred during the construction period.
Benefits occur late in the economic lifetime of projects, and this
also has implications for the effects
of changing the discount rate. Increasing the discount rate causes
substantially more reduction in the
estimated present value of benefits
(or costs) generated in the far future
than of benefits ( or costs) generated
in the near future.56 Obviously, the
level of interest rate used for discounting project benefits is of critical importance. Other things being
equal;high rates favor projects with
benefits accruing early in the project lifetime, and low rates favor
those with a longer or later payoff
period.

The low interest rates used in
discounting benefits for the study
projects ( 4 percent maximum),
therefore, are subject to criticism.
This is because they probably underestimate the social time preferAdjustments for time lag. In
ence rate ( and the marginal producthe planning of PL 566 projects.
tivity
of private investment) and
adjustments are made for time lag
because
they favor projects with
in accrual of project benefits. Howbenefits coming late in the project
ever, the interest rate used in dislifetime-benefits which are more
counting delayed benefits is lower
subject to error in estimation.
than what might be considered a
reasonable social time preference
Net benefit estimation.
rate. 54 Haveman suggests that the
Extra-project associated costs are
rate used in discounting benefits
subtracted from gross increases in
should be 1 or 2 percent above the
revenue generated by a project to
social cost of capital (probably
yield an estimate of benefits attribhigher than the social time preferutable to project measures. Arguence rate). This allows for the
ments against this procedu·re for
higher degree of uncertainty that
cost ( and net benefit) estimation
prospective future benefits will inwere presented in subsection 3.1.2
deed be forthcoming.55 The probof this chapter. However, one
ability that estimated benefits will
point should be stressed. Extranot be obtained is higher than for
project measures such as land clearcosts because benefits are subject
to more time delay than are costs. 56 For example, suppose there is a project
Full benefits to project measures
with $1,000 of benefits generated in the
10th year and another $1,000 in the 50th
usually do not accrue until a projyear. Discounted at 4 percent the present
ect has been fully installed and in
values of these benefits are $656 and $141,

53 ~ . Ch.1, p. 7.

54 See the discussion of interest rates in sub
section 3.1.2.
55 Robert H. Haveman, Water Resource Investment and the Public Interest (Nashville,
Tennessee: Vanderbilt University Press,
19651, pp. 156-177.
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respectively. Assuming a 6 percent discount
rate, the present values become $588 for the
10th year benefits and $54 for the 50th year
benefits. Increasing the discount rate 50
percent resulted in a much smaller decrease
in present value of benefits generated in the
10th year (15 percent decreasel than those
generated in the 50th year (62 percent decreasel.

ing, permanent ditch construction,
tiling, etc., are fixed investments
which must be made if project benefits are to be realized. Gross benefits generated by project and extraproject measures are estimated under the assumption that all measures are installed. There are no
estimates made of benefits to projects constructed without necessary
extra-project measures. Yet, such
benefits may well be very low if
extra-project measures are essential.
Therefore, subtraction of associated
costs from gross benefits may lead
to substantial overestimation of
benefits to project measures.

benefits (if they exist) should be
estimated and explicitly included,
together with land treatment costs,
in PL 566 project analyses.

Fish and wildlife and recreation benefits. In planning PL 566
watersheds, it is assumed that watershed improvements designed to provide or enhance fish and wildlife
habitat or recreation facilities are
justified if local participants agree
to bear one-half of installation costs
and all operation and maintenance
costs. This assumption implies that
benefits from such improvements
are at least equal to costs. However,
it actually requires only that they
Land treatment benefits.
be slightly greater than one-half of
Land treatment measures that PL
total costs-i.e. equal to the portion
566 regulations require as prerequi- of total costs borne by local particisites to installation of project struc- pants. 57 Even if benefits are equal
tural measures are assumed by
to ( or greater than) total costs,
watershed planners to generate
without specific estimates of benbenefits in addition to those attrib- efits there is no way to determine
uted to the structural measures.
whether a particular improvement
These additional benefits are asrepresents an efficient use of limsumed to be sufficient to justify
ited capital.
the installation and maintenance
Total benefits. If the stated
of land treatment measures. There- goals of using resources efficiently
fore, the costs and additional ( or
and maximizing benefits to society
independent) benefits of these
are to be achieved, total benefits
measures are not included in proj(and costs) of all watershed imect benefit-cost analyses.
provements planned should be estimated
and included directly in
However for the study waterproject
analysis.
Benefits not now
sheds, more than 50 percent of the
included
which
should
be added are:
total installation costs of land treat(
1)
benefits
of
necessary
extrament measures are for field and
project
measures;
(2)
benefits
of
auxiliary drainage ditches. These
required
land
treatment
measures;
ditches would generate few beneand (3) benefits from measures or
fits without adequate outlets profacilities designed for fish and wildvided by project structural improvelife or recreation purposes.
ments. Nor would any significant
57
This requires the further assumption, perproportion of drainage benefits athaps also questionable, that officials of
tributed to project structural measlocal governments which are party to PL
ures be forthcoming without these
566 project agreements are inclined and
ditches_ Furthermore, agricultural
able to judge the benefits to their constituents of the proposed improvements.
benefits of a watershed project are
If economically rational, local interests
estimated by determining increases
would participate in any project with
in net farm incomes caused by projdirect local benefits greater than locally
borne costs, assuming that interest rates
ect installation, including land
used in computing local costs reflect true
treatment measures. This proceopportunity costs of this use of local capdure attributes all benefits to projital. That is, local interests would particiect structural measures, implying
pate in a project if the present value to
them of benefits generated by total projthat there are no independent land
ect expenditures (PL 566 plus local) is
treatment benefits.
higher than the present value of benefits
The obvious conclusion is
that independent land treatment

which they could obtain by allocating
their (local) capital to the best alternative
use.
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In discussing estimates of total benefits, it is also necessary to
note that inclusion in watershed
work plans of estimates or unquantified claims of secondary benefits i1
not only contrary to SCS project
evaluation standards but is also
questionable economics. Among
the fundamental assumptions outlined in the Economics Guide are
a national viewpoint for project
analyses and full employment of
resources. 58 Taken together,
these assumptions rule out the
possibility of secondary benefitssecondary benefits generated locally would be negated by losses in
other areas. Furthermore, even if
these assumptions are relaxed, local
secondary benefits would be zero
if all project inputs are priced at
their opportunity costs and project
outputs are sold in a competitiw
market. Total net benefits to project measures are reflected in primary benefit and cost estimates.
3.3 Project feasibility
Once the costs and benefib
of implementing a small waterehed
project have been estimated, the
economic feasibility of the projt:ct
is evaluated. Average annual rwl
benefits expected to be generated
by the project are compared with
estimated average annual costs. If
net benefits are at least equal to
costs, the project is pronounced
economically feasible and becomf,
eligible for federal funding.
3.3.1 The economic feasibility
criterion

The particular method of ('Om·
paring benefits to costs used for
PL 566 projects, i.e. comparing
average annual net benefits and
costs over the expected project
lifetime, is analogous to a comparison of present values of net benefit and cost streams. In simplified
form, the criterion used by SCS for
evaluating project economic feasibility is
Bg - P - Ke - Oe
KP

+

58 Op. cit., Ch. 1.

Op

>

l,

where
B = average annual gross projg ect benefits
p = average annual increased
variable production input
costs
K = average annual capital
e costs of extraproject
measures
0e = average annual operation
and maintenance costs of
extra-project measures
Kp= average annual capital
costs of project flood control and drainage structures
Op= average annual operation
and maintenance costs of
project flood control and
drainage structures.
3.3.2

Criticism of the criterion

Obvious shortcomings of this
criterion have been discussed in
the previous sections of this chapter dealing with cost and benefit
e~timation procedures. One of the
primary criticisms is the inclusion
of ,omc costs on the benefit side
of the ratio. This procedure has
been justified by SCS on the ground
thal. because federal capital is the
limitinu factor in watt-rshcd dcvclb
'
'
opment, optimal resource allocat10n
rt'q11ircs priority for the project
yielding the highest rate of return
(benefits) to federal capital. Hence
to facilitate judgments among projeds. it is argued that the appropriatt> benefit-cost ratio is one which
rrlates net benefits to federal capital expenditures.
However, the current practice
in project analysis neither achieves
this end nor should it. The benefitcost ratio used places some private
noncapital expenditures on the
cost side-the operation and mainlt-nance costs of project structures.
And some federal capital expenditures are placed on the benefit sideu,ually about 50 percent of the
capital costs of extra-project measures are borne by the federal Agricultural Conservation Program.
The ratio used fails to indicate either the net benefits attributable

to federal capital expenditures or
even the net benefits to federal
capital disbursed through the PL
566 program. To reflect net benefits to federal capital expenditures
accurately, the benefit-cost ratio
would take the form

Furthermore, inclusion of
noncapital costs as negative benefits in the construction of an investment efficiency criterion obscures
the true relationship between total
benefits and total costs to society.
A private entrepreneur is economically rational when he seeks to
B~ - P - Kel - Oe - Op
maximize net returns to his owned
1
resources, regardless of the quantities of variable resources utilized.
where
But investment decisions in the
Kel = the part of extra-project
public sector are not necessarily
rational when made on this basis.
capital expenditures
Public investment decisions must
borne by private
take into account the total cost
participants
to socictv- in terms of all scarce
Ke2 = the part of extra-project
resource~ used-of obtaining a unit
capital e:,.penditures
of return (social benefits). Any
borne by the federal
re,murce, whether investment capigovernment
tal or purchased inputs, allocated
to a given project is thereby not
This ratio also fails to measure
available for alternative employthe economic efficiency of a waterment. A criterion which in effect
shed project accurately because the
disregards the amount of noncapidistinction between federal and non- tal inputs required by particular
federal capital is artificial when eval- projects fails to identify those projuating a project from society's view- ects promising greatest total benepoint. Although federal budget
fits to society from a given stock
limitations do exist, if expected
( or flow) of resources.
project benefits arc of sufficient
If we wish to adjust to take
magnitude to ju~tify ?a~ital outaccount of the arguments made
lays in excess of the limited federabove ( for public projects, distinca].l)lldgcL the needed capital funds
should be obtained through borrow- tion between federal and nonfcderal
capital is not valid, and total beneing in the private capital market.
fits
must be compared with total
Private capital funds are available
costs
to ascertain relative economic
in effectively unlimited amounts
efficiency
of projects) the investat market prices; therefore, capital
ment
criterion
becomes:
funds for project development are
limited only by the private market
price of long term capital. AssumBg
l
ing that the market price truly repK+O+Presents the opportunity cost of not
allocating capital to the next best
alternative, capital expenditures
where
for a particular project should be
made and/ or expanded as long as
marginal net benefits generated exceed the marginal cost-the market
rate of interest. 5 9

>

>

59 The private market interest rate is not
necessarily a good measure of the social
opportunity cost of capital, but it does
represent a minimum social rate of return
which should be expected from governmentsponsored projects. Obviously, private investments must earn a rate of return above
the market price of capital in order to allow
payment of taxes on property and on income
created by the investment.
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This ratio gives a measure of the
total benefits to society of using a
unit of its resources for a particular
project or project segment. This
criterion is essentially the same as
condition (1) in subsection 1.4. 2.
of Chapter I.

IV

Of the 59 watershed prolt'ction and flood prevention (PL ;'"i66)
watersheds that have been propo,eo
in Minnesota, 13 have been appnmu
for construction ( table 4.1 ). The
approved watersheds range in ,ize
from approximately 16,000 to

EVALUATION OF WATERSHED PLANNING
IN

Table 4.1

MINNESOTA

Dates of implementation and size of the approved PL 566 watersheds and associated watershed
districts in Minnesota, 1969

Watershed

Rush-Pine Creek
*Coon Creek
Middle Fork of Two Rivers
*Bear Valley
North Branch of Two Rivers
Zippel
*Crooked Creek
Crane Creek
Joe River
Cooks Valley
*Lakes Okabena and Ocheda
Tamarac River
Janesville Village
Total
Average

Planning
base
year

Year
approved
for construction

1955
1958
1958
1959
1961
1961
1962
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963
1965

1956
1963
1960
1961
1962
1962
1963
1963
1963
1964
1965
1965
1967

Size
Cropland
(000 acres)

88.0
55.3
57.5
29.4
234.3
51.9
44.6
66.7
54.9
15.9
46.4
234.6
69.4
~,048.7
80.7

52.4
21.7
31.6
24.6
91.2
14.5
22.3
50.0
47.8
7.3
35.5
114.9
46.7
560.5
43.1

Associated
watershed
district

Year
established

Rushford area 1
Coon Creek
Two Rivers
Bear Valley
Two Rivers
None
Crooked Creek
None
Joe River
Cooks Valley
Okabena-Ocheda
None
None

1952
1959
1957
1961
1957
---1959

Size
(000 acres)

14.1
54.4
693.7
29.4
693.7
--

46.0

---

--

1958
1963
1960

79.3
28.1
48.0

--

-···-

--·-

-----

993.0
110.3

* These PL 566 watersheds are essentially coincident with the associated watershed districts.
1 The Rushford area district is a drainage and conservancy district. But it is quite similar to watershed
districts in structure and authority.
Source:

Unpublished data from the Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the
Minnesota Water Resources Board.
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235,000 acres and average 81,000
arres. Nine of the 13 watersheds
are within watershed or drainage
and conservancy districts. All except one (Coon Creek Watershed)
arc in rural areas with most of the
project benefits attributed to flood

Table 4.2

control and drainage on agricultural
land. Five of the watersheds include
one or more structures designed exclusively for fish and wildlife protection or for recreation.
Estimated expenditures for
installation of land treatment and

structural measures proposed for
the 13 watersheds total 10. 7 million dollars. This is an average
installation cost of $826,000 per
watershed, $10 per watershed acre,
and $19 per acre of cropland within the watersheds (tables 4.2 and

Estimated installation costs for land treatment and structural measures, approved PL 566
watershed projects in Minnesota

Watershed

Land treatment measures
PL 566
Total
funds Other2

Estimated installation costs 1
Structural measures
PL 566
PL 566
funds
funds
Other2 \ Total

Total
Other2

Total

000 dollars)
Rush-Pine Creek
Coon Creek
Middle Fork of
Two Rivers
Bear Valley
North Branch of
Two Rivers
Zippe!
Crooked Creek
Crane Creek
Joe River
Cooks Valley
Lakes Okabena
and Ocheda
Tamarac River
Janesville Village
Total
Average

33.6
39.0

261.1
583.3

294.7
622.3

15.9
186.7

15.6
295.9

31.5
482.6

49.5
225.7

276.7
879.2

326.2
1,104.9

18.0
30.4

133.9
180.7

151.9
211.2

59.0
146.5

52.7
6.7

111. 7
153.2

77.0
176.9

186.6
187.5

263.5
364.4

70.0
28.4
36.1
65.9
47.0
21.8

297.2
198.0
157.6
592.2
456.1
89.0

367.2
226.3
193.7
658.1
503.1
110.8

123.3
202.5
626.1
548.6
353.4
283.7

64.6
111.0
47.2
285.0
275.4
56.8

188.0
313.4
673.3
833.6
628.8
340.5

193.3
230.8
662.2
614.4
400.4
305.5

361.8
308.9
204.8
877.2
731.5
145.9

555.2
539.8
867.0
1,491.7
1,131.9
451.3

111.1
25.6
448.6
86.1
621.7
38.9
540.8 4,130.5
41.6 i311.7

136.7
534.7
660.5
4,671.3
359.3

182.2
1,091.4
222.6
4,041.7
310.9

198.2
470.6
149.8
2,029.7
156.1

380.4
1,561.9
372.4
6,071.4
467.0

207.8
1,177.5
261.4
4,582.5
352.5

517.1
309.4
919.1 2,096.6
771.5 1 033.0
6,160.1 10,742.6
826.4
473.8

1 The price bases used in estimating installation costs correspond to the planning base years of the respective
projects (see table 4.1 ).
2 Other includes costs borne by state and local agencies, by private participants, and by the federal government
under nonPL 566 programs.
Sources:

Unpublished PL 566 watershed work plans available at the St. Paul office of the U.S. Soil Conservation
Service.
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Estimated project installation costs per acre and per acre of cropland for approved PL 566
watersheds in Minnesota
Sources: Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
Estimated installation costs
Per watershed acre
Per acre of cropland
PL 566
PL 566
Other
Total
funds
funds
Other
Total
Watershed

Table 4.3

(dollars)
3.14
3.70
0.56
0.94
5.28
Rush-Pine Creek
6.22
14.62
Coon Creek 1
3.76
18.38
10.40
40.52
50.92
3.24
4.58
2.44
Middle Fork of Two Rivers
5.90
8.34
1.34
6.38
12.40
7.19
Bear Valley
6.02
7.62
14.81
2.36
North Branch of Two Rivers
0.82
1.54
2.12
3.97
6.09
5.95
Zippel
10.40
15.92
21.31
4.45
37.23
4.59
Crooked Creek
14.84
19.43
29.68
9.18
38.86
13.15
22.36
Crane Creek
9.21
12.29
17.54
29.83
Joe River
7.29
13.32
20.61
8.38
15.30
23.68
Cooks Valley
9.17
19.21
28.38
41.84
19.98
61.82
Lakes Okabena and Ocheda
6.67
4.48
11.15
5.85
8.71
14.56
Tamarac River
5.02
3.92
8.94
10.24
8.00
18.24
Janesville Village
3.77
11.12
14.89
5.60
16.52
22.12
Averaqe
4.35
5.84
10.20
8.18
10.99
19.17
1 Installation cost per acre of cropland is high for the Coon Creek Watershed because it is a largely urban
district.
2 Average installation costs were determined by dividing total expenditures in the 13 watersheds by total
acreages.

4.3). The share of total installation
expenditures to be paid by federal
appropriations under PL 566 is
$4,600,000 with the balance to be
paid by state and by local project
participants and by other federal
programs.
Flood control was the major
objective of the PL 566 projects
proposed for each of the approved
watersheds. Secondary objectives
included provision of adequate
drainage outlets for watershed lands
and development of wildlife habitat
and recreational facilities. The relative importance of these project
objectives in the overall watershed
improvement plans may be indicated
by the levels of capital expenditures
proposed to meet each type of objective.
Approximate cost distributions
for structural improvements planned
for the 13 watersheds were:
Flood control $4.5 million
Drainage
0.8 million
Fish and wildlife 0.4 million
Recreation
0.3 million
Land treatment measures with an initial installation cost of $4,600,000
were also planned for the projects;
most of this total was directed to-

ward meeting erosion control and
drainage objectives.
To evaluate the economic efficiencv of watershed investment
decisio.ns made in Minnesota, the
13 watershed projects approved
since enactment of PL 566 are examined in this chapter. Estimates
of costs, benefits, and benefit-cost
ratios presented in the project work
plans are analyzed to determine the
effects of incorporating changes in
assumptions and procedures suggested by the theoretical arguments
in Chapter III.
4.1 Cost adjustments
4.1.1

Changing construction costs

Each of the watershed projects
studied was planned for completion
over a 5-year period. Therefore, to
evaluate the magnitude of possible
distortion in cost estimates caused
by construction costs changes over
time, the planned costs of construction for each project were adjusted
using the Department of Commerce
index of construction costs for the
relevant years.
Adjustments for unit construction cost changes over the planned
construction period were made by
multiplying the expenditures
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planned for each year (shown in
the work plan) by the ratio of the
cost index for that year to the in,
dex for the planning base year. In
the project work plans, all installation costs were valued at planning
base year unit costs. Therefore,
this adjustment procedure yielded
estimates of dollar construction
costs with the costs incurred during each construction year reflecting the technology and construction
input prices for that year rather
than for the planning year. Adju,ted installation costs computed were
then discounted at a rate of 4 percent to obtain cost estimates a, of
project year 1. Table 4.4 show~
the resulting net changes in estimated installation costs. These
project year 1 cost estimates w uuld
be compared with benefit estimate;
discounted back to project year I.
Referring to table 4.4, the
original SCS estimates of total
project installation costs for the
13 study watersheds were all hi~her than discounted estimates which
accounted for unit cost change,
during the 5-year construction
period. For each project, costs ad
justed for this lag and discounted

Table 4.4

Installation costs for approved PL 566 watershed projects in Minnesota nominal and
project year 1 cost bases
'

Watershed
Rush-Pine Creek
Coon Creek
Middle Fork of Two Rivers
Bear Valley
North Branch of Two Rivers
Zippe!
Crooked Creek
Crane Creek
Joe River
Cooks Valley
Lakes Okabena and Ocheda
Tamarac River
Janesville Village
Total

Total installation costs
Nominal1
Project year 12
dollars
dollars
326,204
1,104,922
263,538
364,398
555,179
539,781
861,984
1,491,702
1,131,924
451,344
517,114
2,096,616
1,032,967
10,737,673

323,481
1,074,530
255,872
353,411
542,965
530,710
840,620
1,456,973
1,105,616
447,246
509,953
2,061,044
1,032,821
10,535,242

Adjusted less unadjusted
Dollars
--2,723
--30,392
-7,666
-10,987
-12,214
-9,071
-21,364
--34,729
-26,308
-4,098
- 7,161
-35,572
-146
-202,431

Percent
-0.8
-2.8
-2.9
-3.0
-2.2
-1.7
-2.5
-2.3
-2.3
-0.9
-1.4
-1.7
_QQ
-1.9

1 The distributions of installation costs over the construction periods are given in the project work plans
available in the St. Paul offices of the U.S. Soil Conservation Service.

2 Conversion from nominal costs to a project year 1 base involved: (a) expenditures planned for each year
of the construction period were converted from a planning year cost base to a year of expenditure cost
base using the Department of Commerce Construction Cost Index (See table C.1 in Daves, "Small Watershed Management"); (b) the adjusted expenditures for each year were discounted at 4 percent and summed
to obtain the initial year value.
estimated (by SCS) for these watertu project year 1 were lower than
ation as changes resulting from
sheds were:
unadjusted costs by an average of
planned delays in construction.
2 percent. This means that estimates However, the funding delay may
Joe River
$23,080
of benefit-cost ratios for these proj- be zero for some projects, is quite
North Branch of Two
eds would rise as a result of this
variable, and is not predictable by
2,758
Rivers
rnsl adjustment-assuming costs
project planners.
Middle Fork of Two
are discounted to year 1 values at
4.1.2 Project installation costs
Rivers
6,305
a rate of 4 percent or higher. HowThese estimates represent the exFor purposes of constructing
ner because of different rates of
pected initial costs of changing
benefit-cost
ratios to be used in
annual expenditure, the percentage
land use patterns (amortized at 4
evaluating the economic efficiency
ehanges in installation costs range
percent over the expected project
of the 13 approved watershed proj- lifetime) plus expected annual
from Oto 3 percent, indicating
ects,
installation costs with the
,ome changes in the relative size of
maintenance costs and additional
original planning year bases were
benefit-cost ratios with the associproduction costs, valued at projectused.
ated implications for resource alloed long term prices.
('ation efficiency.
4.1.4 Annual costs
4.1.3 Associated costs
Adjustment for delay between
project approval and initiation of
structural measure construction
was not attempted because of its
origin in the political uncertainties
of the federal budget. Usually at
least 1 year delay in project funding has ranged up to 6 years for
projects in Minnesota. Obviously,
changes in installation costs arising
from this type of delay are as important to accurate project evalu-

Because data with respect to
associated costs arising from necessary extra-project measures were
not readily available, estimates of
these costs were obtained for only
three of the projects included in the
more detailed analysis of planning
described in Chapter IV. Estimates
were obtained for the Joe River,
North Branch of Two Rivers, and
Middle Fork of Two River watersheds. Annual associated costs
-25-

Comparison of benefits and
costs of PL 566 projects is on an
average annual benefit and cost
basis. Therefore, installation costs
must be annualized. To estimate
annual installation costs under
several sets of conditions, total installation costs for the study projects were amortized assuming
project economic lifetimes of 50
years and three different interest
rates: the rates actually used by

Table 4.5

Estimated annual costs of land treatment and structural measures approved for PL 566 watershed:
projects in Minnesota, assuming project planning year cost bases

I

scs
Watershed

interest
rate, r 1
Percent

Annualized
inst: llation cnc:t at
rl
4%
6%

Annual
operation and
maintenance
cost

Annua in•rl total cnc:t at
rl
4%
6%

(thousand dollars)
Rush-Pine Creek
Coon Creek
Middle Fork of Two Rivers
Bear Valley
North Branch of Two Rivers
Zippel
Crooked Creek
Crane Creek
Joe River
Cooks Valley
Lakes Okabena and Ocheda
Tamarac River
Janesville Village
Total
Average

2 1/2
2 1/2
2 1/2
2 5/8
2 5/8
2 7/8
2 7/8
2 7/8
2 7/8
3
3 1/8
3 1/8
3 1/8

15.2
20.7
51.4
70.1
12.3
16.7
17.0
23.1
25.8
35.2
25.1
34.2
36.7
52.9
94.6
69.4
52.7
71.8
20.8
28.5
24.1
32.8
97.6 133.0
....ill 48.1 65.5
406.1 496.2 679.1
31.2
38.2
52.2
13.4
39.0
9.3
13.2
20.1
20.5
28.1
56.6
43.0
17.3
21.1
83.4

3.1
9.8
2.9
3.5
5.3
5.6
4.7
16.4
11.8
2.8
4.6
19.0
12.8
102.3
7.9

16.4
18.3
23.8
48.8
61.2
79.9
12.2
15.2
19.6
16.7
20.4
26.6
25.4
31.2
40.5
26.1
30.8
39.9
32.8 41.4
57.6
73.0
85.8 111.0
54.8
64.5
83.6
20.1
23.6
31.3
28.7
37.4
25.8
102.5 116.6 152.0
53.9
60.9
78.3
508.5 598.6 781.5
39.1
46.0
60.1

~

1 The interest rates assumed by the Soil Conservation Service in amortizing installation costs of the particular
project shown in column 1.
Source:

These annual cost estimates were developed using installation and operation and maintenance cost
data included in the unpublished project work plans which are available in the St. Paul offices of
the U.S. Soil Conservation Service.

SCS (ranging between 2 1/2 and
3 1/8 percent); 4 percent; and 6
percent. Total annual costs for
each project were then calculated
by adding estimated annual operation and maintenance costs to the
amortization cost estimates. Annual project costs estimated using
the project planning year cost bases
are summarized in table 4.5.
The effects on project costs
of increasing interest rates are illustrated in table 4.5. Estimated total
annual installation costs for the 13
projects increased by 22 percent
when an interest rate of 4 percent
was used rather than actual (SCS)
rates. Use of a 6 percent rate resulted in an increase of 67 percent
over the SCS estimates of annual
installation costs and 3 7 percent
over costs at 4 percent. Because
annualized installation costs are
more than two-thirds of total annual costs, changing interest rates

for amortization also have a large
effect on total annual costs. Total
annual costE, increased by 54 percent as a result of changing interest
rates (from the levels used by SCS)
to 6 percent.
Watershed work plan estimates
of annual operation and maintenance costs of project structural
measures were used in estimating
total annual costs for these measures. However, no SCS estimates
of operation and maintenance costs
were available for land treatment
measures. These costs were assumed
to be equal to 1 percent of land
treatment installation costs. 60
4.2 Benefit adjustments
For the purpose of analyzing
watershed planning, adjustments
suggested by the criticisms of Chapter III were applied to benefit estimates made (by SCS) for the 13
study projects, This subsection
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describes the adjustments made
and the resulting benefit estimali's.
60 This assumption was made because 1 per·
cent of installation costs is roughly the
annual costs of operation and maintenance
estimated by SCS for project structural
measures for the 13 study projects. A large
proportion (over 50 percent) of planned
land treatment expenditures for the study
projects was for onfarm and auxiliary drain·
age ditches; therefore, it might reasonably
be assumed that maintenance of land treat·
ment measures, once established, would be
of this order of magnitude. Also, the support data for the Joe River Watershed work
plan indicate annual operation and mainte·
nance costs of 1 percent and 5 percent of
installation costs for auxiliary and ontarm
drainage ditches, respectively. However,
results obtained by Coutu, et. al., suggest
that 1 percent is a gross underestimation
for some practices. They estimated annual
operation and maintenance costs for terraces,
contour cultivation, and waterways to be
about 32 percent of installation costs. For
terracing without contour cultivation, the
estimate was 18 percent. Arthur J. Coutu,
W.W. McPherson, and Lee R. Martin,
Methods for an Economic Evaluation of
Soil Conservation Practices, Technical Bui·
letin 137, (North Carolina Agricultural Ex·
periment Station, January 1959), p, 24.

Table 4.6

Estimated annual benefits of structural and land treatment measures approved for PL 566
watershed projects in Minnesota, assuming different levels of land treatment benefits

Watershed

Rush-Pine Creek
Coon Creek3
Middle Fork of Two Rivers
Bear Valley
North Branch of Two Rivers
Zippel
Crooked Creek
Crane Creek
Joe River
Cooks Valley
Lakes Okabena and Ocheda
Tamarac River
Janesville Village
Total
Average

Averaae annual benefits
Flood control Wildlife and Land treatment
measures2
and drainage recreation 1
ab
C
a
thousand dollars)
1.6
332.4
49.4
7.5
8.9
35.2
27.5
46.3
99.4
15.0
11.0
140.0
31.6
805.8
62.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(2.3)
1.6
(1.2)
(.4)
1.0
(36.6)4
(14.7)5
8.9
66.7
8.3

Q
0
0

7.5
15.0
1.6
14.1
28.2 332.4
3.4
6.8
49.4
9.7
7.5
4.9
16.9
11.2
8.5
5.4
10.9
35.2
4.6
9.3
29.2
47.6
15.8
31.6
99.8
12.1
24.1
16.0
5.4
2.7
47.5
3.7
7.4
26.6 154.8
13.3
40.6
16.4 32.9
112.4 224.9 872.6
17.3 67.1
8.6

Tota12
b

9.1
346.5
52.9
12.4
19.6
40.5
33.8
63.4
111.8
18.7
51.2
168.1
57.0
985.0
75.8

C

16.6
360.6
56.3
17.3
28.1
46.0
38.4
79.2
123.9
21.4
54.9
181.4
73.5
1,097.4
84.4

Numbers in parentheses are assumed benefit levels equal to average annual costs of wildlife or recreation
measures.
2 Land treatment measures are assumed to generate independent benefits equal to: (a) zero; (b) one-half
of the annual land treatment costs; and (c) annual land treatment costs (See table B.1 in Daves, "Small
Watershed Management")
3 The high level of benefits estimated for Coon Creek reflects the fact that project improvements are largely
for protection of a highly urbanized area (part of the Twin Cities metropolitan area).
4 This total includes $33,300 of recreation benefits and $752 water supply benefits estimated in the watershed work plan and $2,518 of assumed wildlife benefits.
5 This total includes $10,500 of recreation benefits and $4,247 of assumed wildlife benefits.
of their annual installation and oper4.2.1 Total benefits
rates. These three assumptions

Together with the use of discount rates that are too low, potentially the most serious distortion
in estimating benefits of small
watershed projects is the failure
to include benefits from all sources.
To allow somewhat for this distortion, benefits to land treatment
measures and wildlife and recreation improvements were assumed
and added to estimated benefits
from other sources.
Annual benefits to land treatment measures in addition to those
already attributed to project structural measures were assumed at
three different levels: (a) zero;
(b) one-half of total annual land
treatment costs at SCS interest
rates; and (c) equal to total annual
land treatment costs at SCS interest

represent conservative though quite ation and maintenance costs.61
optimistic expectations about inde- 4.2.2 Secondary benefits
pendent benefits of land treatment
Secondary benefits estimates
measures. Assumption (b) is probwhich
were in~luded in the work
ably a fair compromise that illusplan
benefit-cost
ratios for five of
trates yet does not overstate the
the
study
projects
were removed
effects on project analyses of into
allow
the
evaluation
and comcluding independent land treatment
parison of projects in conformance
benefits (and costs). Estimates of
with stated PL 566 planning policy.
project benefits under each of these
assumptions are shown in table 4.6. 61 Annual benefits at this level are somewhat
low when compared to the direct estimates
Also shown in table 4.6 arc
made by the Soil Conservation Service for
similar improvements in some of the study
the estimated or assumed annual
watersheds. The weighted average benefit·
benefits of wildlife and recreation
cost ratio estimated for three re'Creation and
improvements proposed for the study two wildlife improvements was 2.2. How·
ever as is evident from the benefit-cost
watersheds. Benefit estimates for
analyses In the next section of this chapter,
these improvements not made in
wildlife and recreation improvements do
the original project analyses arc asnot contribute enough to total benefits and
costs for this underestimation to cause sigsumed to generate annual benefits
nificant changes in total project ratios.
equal to the sum (SCS interest rates)
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Table 4.7

Total flood control and drainage benefits estimated for
three PL 566 watershed projects in Minnesota

Watershed
Joe River
North Branch of Two Rivers
Middle Fork of Two Rivers

Flood control and drainacie benefits
Net income
Associated
Total
increases 1
benefits
costs
$23,080
2,758
6,305

$99,373
8,884
49,426

$122,453
11,642

55,731

1 Estimated gross increases in income on project-improved lands minus
associated costs.

4.2.3

Net benefits

Estimates of associated coststhe capital costs of extra-project
measures-were available for the
Joe River, north branch of Two
Rivers, and middle fork of Two
Rivers watershed projects. To
evaluate the effects of incorporating as direct bencfi ts all benefits of
extra-project measures, estimated
flood control and drainage benefits
were increased by the amount of
associated costs. This adjustment
ii- merely a reversal of the procedure
actually followed of subtracting associated costs from gross income
increases on projed-1mprovcd lands
to obtain net returns to project
structural measures. The resulting
numbers arc c:,;timates of total flood
control and drainage benefits to
both project and extra-project
measures. ( table 4. 7).

three of the four projects for
which this information was sought.
Therefore, the SCS criterion
Bg- P- K-Oe

KP

+

>

1

plans and the results of interest rate
changes. With benefit-cost ratios
computed assuming the SCS's
amortization interest rates as reference, the effects of increasing the
interest rates to 4 percent and 6
percent are illustrated. At SCS
rates, all of the project ( drainage
and flood control structure)
benefit-cost ratios were greater
than one, ranging from 1.09 to
16.14 (column 3) with the weighted
average ratio for all projects at
3.26. With the interest rate increased to 4 percent, the aggregafr
ratio falls to 2. 75. Five of the
project benefit-cost ratios fall below l. At 6 percent, 6 of the projects fail to achieve ratios of 1, and
the aggregate ratio for all projectb
falls to 2.1.

Op

The aggregate benefit-cost
ratios presented have significance
only in that they illustrate the
magnitude of (weighted average)
changes in project benefit-cost
ratios associated with the specified
changes in interest rates. Aggrc~ale
ratios do not measure the economi('
viability of any single project. A~
shown in table 4.8, although the
4.3.1 Effects of different interest aggregate benefit-cost ratio is 2. Ti
at 4 percent interest ( l. 77 when
rates
Coon Creek is excluded), five of
To assess the effects of interest the 13 projcc ts have ratios less
rate changes on project feasibility
than J.
and project ranking, benefit-cost
Jn rank ordor based on benditratios were computed assuming
cost
ratio,
five projects move up
three different interest rates for
4.3 Analysis of investment
or
down
as
a result of changing
estimating costs. Ratios were comdecisions
amortization
rates from the SCS
pu tcd with installation costs amorrates to 4 percent. Seven move up
In the general analysis of 13
tized at th<'. interest rates originally
or down as rates increased from
Minnesota watershed plans, the
used by SCS (ranging between
SCS rates to 6 percent; and six
total bcnefi t to total cost criterion
2 l/2 amd 3 1/8 percent for the
changed position when rates arc
suggested in subsection 3.3.2 of
13 projects); at 4 percent; and at
increased from 4 to 6 percent.
6 percent. 62 Benefit estimates
Chapter III was not used. Data
These shifts are due to difference,
used arc those made by SCS in the
with respect to additional producin ratios of installation costs to
watershed work plans (table 4.6).
tion costs were not available. For
total costs for the individual projmost project plans, the work sheets
Table 4.8 presents the benefit- ects. The benefit-cost ratios for
of SCS economists showed only the
cost ratios given in the project work projects having relatively higher
changes in net agricultural returns
62 Amortization of installation costs involves
installation costs decline as amorexpected to be generated by the
dividing the initial capital outlays plus
tization interest rates are increased.
project. Also, extra-project investsimple interest (on the declining balance)
ment costs required for project suc- into equal annual installments payable over
The effects of increasing inter·
cess were not presented in project
the project lifetime. The effects on annual
est rates on aggregate benefits and
project costs of making these rate changes
work plans and were found in the
costs for all projects are illustrated
are tabulated (table 4.5) and discussed in
economic support data of only
subsection 4.1.4 of this chapter.
in table 4. 9. Aggregate benefits,
was used to evaluate the effects on
project planning results of using
different interest rates and benefitcost combinations. However, an
indication of the effects of having
some costs on the benefit side of
the ratio was developed for the
three projects for which adequate
data were available.
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Table 4.8

Study watershed projects: benefit-cost ratios of flood control and drainage structures with
installation costs amortized at three different interest rates
'

scs
interest
rate, r 1

wp2

Benefit-crn:t r;:itinc:
r3
4 percent

6 percent

(percent)
Rush-Pine Creek
2
Coon Creek
2
Middle Fork of Two Rivers
2
Bear Valley
2
North Branch of Two Rivers
2
Zippel
2
Crooked Creek
2
Crane Creek
2
Joe River
2
Cooks Valley
3
Lakes Okabena and Ocheda
3
Tamarac River
3
Janesville Village
3
All watersheds (weighted average)
Rural watersheds4

1/2
1/2
1/2
5/8
5/8
7/8
7/8
7/8
7/8

1.09
16.10
9.30
1.09
1.44
2.30
1.40*
1.15
3.30
1.30*
3.10*
2.40*
2.30*
3.30
2.17

1/8
1/8
1/8

I

1.09
16.14
9.32
1.09
1.44
2.30
1.21
1.16
3.28
1.08
1.79
2.21
2.08
3.26
2.09

0.97
12.76
7.53
0.88
1.19
1.96
0.93
0.99
2.79
0.91
1.56
1.94
1.89
2.75
1.77

0.73
9.65
5.85
0.68
0.92
1.51
0.66
0.76
2.16
0.68
1.18
1.48
1.53
2.10
1.36

1 The interest rates assumed by the Soil Conservation Service in amortizing project installation costs. Benefits
for all projects were annualized assuming a 4 percent discount rate.
2 The project benefit-cost ratios estimated by the Soil Conservation Service and presented in the project work
plans. Some of the estimates ( *) include secondary benefits.
3 Benefit-cost ratios computed using the SCS interest rates but excluding secondary benefits from all total
benefit estimates.
4 Coon Creek Watershed, which is largely urban, is excluded from this average.
Table 4.9

Study watershed projects: the effects on aggregated benefits and costs of using interest rates
of 4 percent and 6 percent in amortizing installation costs 1

Item

r2

All projects (No.)
Total benefits
Total costs
B/C ratio

(13)
805,836
247,474

Projects with B/C's < 1 (No.)
Total benefits
Total costs
B/C ratio

(none)

Projects with B/C's ~ 1 (No.)
Total benefits
Total costs
B/C ratio

(13)
805,836
247,474

Rate of interest for amortization
6 percent
4 percent
(13)
805,836
384,500

(13)
805,836
292,940

2.10

2.75

3.26

(6)
106,843
147,870

(5)
97,959
103,223

0.72

0.95
(7)
698,993
236,630

(8)
707,877
189,223
3.26

3.74

2.95

Exclusion of the urban watershed (Coon Creek) from this analysis would yield quite different numerical
results. For example, "all project" total benefits would fall to $473,411; total costs would fall to $198,706,
and $304,596 at interest rates of r and 6 percent, respectively; and the B/C ratios at these ~o ra~es wou!d
be 2.39 and 1.55. However, exclusion of Coon Creek would not affect the number of proJects with B/C s
smaller than 1 or the significance of nonviable projects hidden within a favorable aggregate B/C ratio.
2 The interest rates assumed by the Soil Conservation Service in amortizing project installation costs (See
table 4.8).
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Table 4.10

Study watershed projects: benefit-cost ratios of wildlife recreation structures and all structures

Benefit-cost ratios 1
Wildlife/recreation
structures
r:l
r2
6 percent

Watershed

-----

-Rush-Pine Creek
-Coon Creek
-Middle Fork of Two Rivers
-Bear Valley
1.00
North Branch of Two Rivers3
-Zippel
2.00
Crooked Creek
1.00
Crane Creek3
1.00
Joe River3
1.25
Cooks Valley
2.97
Lakes Okabena and Ocheda3
1.18
Tamarac River3
1.53
Janesville Village
Eight watersheds with W/R structures 1.85
1.85
All watersheds

0.59

--

1.27
0.65
0.64
0.82
2.02
0.80
0.98
1.23
1.23

--

I

All structures
6 percent,

1.09
16.14

9.32
1.09
1.32
2.30
1.24

1.15
3.26
1.09
2.58
2.04

1.93
-1.92
3.08

0.73
9.65
5.85
0.68
Q&2
1.5i 1

0.67
0.76
2.14
0.69
1.73
1.37
1.36
-1.24
1.991

Benefit and cost estimates used in computing these estimates are presented in table 4.6 and table B.1 of
Daves, "Small Watershed Management."
2 The interest rates assumed by the Soil Conservation Service for amortization of installation costs (See
table 4.8).
3 Benefits to wildlife improvements for these projects are assumed equal to annual costs, with installation
costs amortized at SCS interest rates, r.

$806,000 annually. remain constant as interest rates arc increased.
However, annual costs increased
from $24 7.000 at SCS interest rates
to $293,000 at 4 percent and
$384,000 at 6 percent. Assumin~
that only projects found t·conomically viable would be approved (i.e.
those having benefit-cost ratios at
least equal to 1), at a 4 percent
rate of interest, eight projects with
aggregate annual benefits of
$708,000 and aggregate annual
costs of $189,000 could be justified. The five projects with benefitcost ratios of less than 1 han· benefits of $98,000 and costs of
$103,000. Assuming a 6 percent
amortization rate, seven viable
projects have aggregate annual benefits of $698,000 and costs of
$237,000. The six projects reject-

cd at this interest rate have benefits of$ I 07,000 and costs of
$148,000.
Thus if we arc willing to assume that 6 percent is a reasonable
rate for cost amortization, this
analysis indicates that about
$148,000 annually ( 38 percent of
annual real costs of drainage and
flood control improvements for the
13 approved projects) arc allocated
to projects estimated to generate a
net loss annually of $41,000 in income available for consumption or
reinvestment.

4.3.2

Economic feasibility of all
structures

To determine the effects on
project feasibility of explicitly including fish and wildlife and recrea-
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tion benefits and costs in project
analysis, benefit-cost ratios including these clcmen~ were computed
(table 4.10). Fish and wildlife b«·11cfit estimates were made by SCS
for only two of the seven study
projects that included structure;;
for these purposes. Therefore, fi,li
and wildlife benefits for the othn
five projects were assumed. The
benefit levels for fish and wildlifr
structures were assumed equal tu
estimated annual costs ( at SCS
interest rates) of these structure~.
At SCS interest rates, benefitcost ratios of fish and wildlife or
recreation structures for the eigh I
projects including them ranged
from 1 (the assumed ratio) to 2.97.
At an interest rate of 6 percent,
fish and wildlife and recreation
structures for six of the eight pruj·

I

Table 4.11

Study watershed projects: total project benefit-cost ratios including all structural and land

treatment measures

: Rush-Pine Creek
l Coon Creek
I Middle Fork of Two Rivers
Bear Valley
North Branch of Two Rivers
Zippel
Crooked Creek
Crane Creek
Joe River
Cooks Valley
Lakes Okabena and Ocheda
Tamarac River
Janesville Village
All watersheds

Benefit-cost ratios 1
AB1tm = ½AC1tm
r2
6 percent

AB1tm = 0
r2
6 percent

Watershed

QJ..Q
6.82
4.06

0.07
4.16
2.52

Q§
0.44
1.34
~
Q&.§
1.82
0.79
1.84
1.51
0.75

P:.2a

1.72

0.55
7.10
4.34
0.74
0.77
1.55
1.03
Q;,fil
2.04
0.93
1.99
1.64
1.06
1.94

Ql.a
Q&a

P:.fil
0.43
1.19
0.51
1.27
1.02
0.52
1.12

0.38
4.33
2.70
0.47
0.48
1.02
0.59
0.57
1.34
0.60
1.37
1.10
1.73
1.26

AB1tm = AC1tm
rL
6 percent
1.01
7.39
4.62
1.04
1.11
1.76
1.17
1.08
2.26
1.06
2.13
1.77
1.36

-2.16

0.70
4.51
2.87
0.65
0.69
1.15
0.67
0.73
1.48
0.68
1.47
1.19
0.94
1.41

Benefit and cost estimates used in computing these ratios are presented in table 4.6 and in table B.1 of
Daves, "Small Watershed Management."
AB1tm= Assumed average annual benefits of land treatment measures in excess of those attributed to
the projects in project work plans.
AC1tm= Estimated average annual cost of land treatment measures, with installation costs amortized at r.
Estimates of installation costs are given in the watershed work plans.
2 The interest rates assumed by the Soil Conservation Service in amortizing installation costs (table 4.5).
t'cts were found not to be economically feasible.
Costs of fish and wildlife and
r!'crcation structures represent only
a small part of total project structural costs for the eight projects
(about 15 percent at SCS interest
rates). Therefore, the impact of
including them in total projects
analysis is small for most of these
projects. For the eight projects
rnllectively, inclusion of wildlife/
rt'creation benefits and costs (at
~CS interest rates) in project anal~ sis results in a negligible decrease
in the structural measure benefitrnst ratio from 1. 92 to 1. 91. No
<'hange occurs at 6 percent, both
,\ith and without ratios being 1.24.
However for the Lakes Okabena
and Ocheda project, where costs of
wildlife and recreation structures
rnmprise more than 65 percent of
total structural costs, the wildlife
and recreation ratio of 2.97 increases the total project benefit.
cost ratio from 1. 79 to 2.58.

in 1•x1·1"si,; of thosi• attribu 11-d lo tlw
projl"ds (rnlumns I and:!). al~<:~
int«·n·:,;I rall-s. s1·v1·n of th1· thirt1·1·n
For the study projects, land
study proj1·ds failed to !!:'"nnat1·
treatment costs and bf'nefits wne
annual lwndit,- '''lual lo th,· annual
considerably more important as
eosts of all n·'luirl"d nwa:,;ure:-. At
potential sources of error in projan in!l"rl'sl rail' of 6 pn1·1"nl. only
ect evaluation than were the estifiw of thl' I :l proj1·1·ts w1·n· 1•1·0mates for fish and wildlifr or rf'crcnomil'allv ft-asihk. With indu:-ion
ation. Required land treatment
of land t~1·atrnent l'Osls and thl' asmeasures accounted for 44 perc1:nt
sumption of zero indl'p1·n1knt land
of total project installation costs
trl'alrn1·nt lwndits. the aggr1·!!:al1·
for the study projects, but coi,;ts of
IJl'ndit-rn:-1 ratios for Hw l:l projthese measures were not included
1·ds ft-II suh,-tantiallv. A:-s11ming
in the SCS project analyse:,;. To
SCS inlnl'sl rail's, thl" aggrq~all'
evaluate the effects of includin!!:
ratio f1·1l from :um (st·1· tahlt· 4. I fl)
land treatment costs and anv addito 1.72 wh1·n land ln·atnwnl n,st~
tional benefits, total project benefit- wcrl' indud1·d. With a 6 p1·r1·1·nl
cost ratios were computed assumin!!: rah'., thl' aggrl"gatc ratio fl'II from
their inclusion ( table 4.11 ).
1.99 lo 1.12.
Whl'n land trcatnwnl m1·a~11n-~
The ratios shown in table 4.11
Wl'fl'
assuml'd to g1·1wrall· annual
illustrate the impact on project
indqwruknt
l)('rll'fiti- 1"'111al lo orw·
analyses of including the costs and
half
of
their
annual
1"osls, al SC~
independent benefits of required
interest
rates,
fivl'
proj1·ds
had
land treatment measures. With the
assumption that required land trt·_at- benefit-cost ratio,- of kss than I,
ment measures generate no benefits and scv1·n proj1·ds w1·n- 111w1·011om-

4.3.3

Including land treatment
measures
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7

Table 4.12

Study watershed projects: the effects on aggregated benefits and costs of including all
structural and land treatment measures in project evaluation

II
I
I

Rate of interest for amortization
r1
l
6 percent
Level of independent land treatment benefits2

Item
a

b

C

All projects (No.)
Total Benefits ($000)
Total costs ($000)
B/C ratio

( 13)
872.6
508.4
1.72

(13)
985.0
508.4
1.94

(13)
1,097.4
508.4
2.16

Projects with 8/C's < 1 (No.)
Total benefits ($000)
Total costs ($000)
8/C ratio

(7)
153.5
238.3
0.64

(5)
123.1
151.6
0.81

(none)

Projects with B/C's ~ 1 (No.)
Total benefits ($000)
Total costs ($000)
8/C ratio

(6)
719.0
270.1
2.66

(8)
861.9
356.8
2.42

(13)
1,097.4
508.4
2.16

a

b

C

(13)
872.6
780.8
1.12

(13)
985.0
780.9
1.26

(13) I
1,097.4
'
780.8
1.41

(8)

188.7
408.1
0.46

(7)
213.9
368.3
0.58

(7)
274.4
368.3
0.75

(5)
683.9
372.6
1.84

(6)
771.1
412.5
1.87

(6)
823.1
412.5
2.00

The interest rates assumed by the Soil Conservation Service in amortizing project installation costs (See
table 4.5).
2 Land treatment measures are assumed to generate independent (of project structural measure) benefits equal
to: (a) zero; (bl one-half of annual land treatment costs; and (c) annual land treatment costs. Annual land
treatment costs were estimated assuming the same interest rates (r) used for benefit estimation.
ii' at 6 p<'rccnt. Aghrr<'gatc benefitrnst ratios for thl' I :3 projects were
1.94 at SCS intt'fl'st rates and 1.26
at 6 pt'fccnt.

land treatment benefits do fall within the ran!!,{'. of assumptions made
herc.63 Also sihrnificant with resped to resource allocation is that
inclusion of land treatment measures in project analyses results in
substantial shifts in the relative

Linder thl' mu;;t optimistil'
a;;,-umption made-that land trcatml'nt ml'asurl's annually generate
irull'pl'11d1·nt benefit,; e1111al to their 63
annual eosb-all 13 of the study
projl'ds Wl'rl' found 1·conomically
~ .. ·ibl, at SCS 111
· t, ·st rates H~wia:,.
~~~
ere
··
l'\'l'r wrth an rnh'rcst rate of 6 per!'1'111, Sl'\'l'll projects would fail lo
grncratc bl'nl'fib suffil'ient lo l'0V.
l'r costs. Aggregate h<'nrftl-cosl
ratio!'i arl' 2.16 and 1.41 for thr
SCS and 6 n1•rcent interest ralt's,
r·

n•spcctivcly.
Bceause of thl' assumption
that land trt'atmt'nt measures must
at most genera ti' independent bcnl'fits equal to thl'ir t·osts, individual
.
d
b
f"
pn>Jl'cl an aggrq~alt' t'nt' tt-co st
ratioi- fall wh<'n land treatmt>nt
m('asun'.s are indudcd. Therefore,
·

L,.

I d d h

I d

rt can Ut' cone U t' t at exe U ing
land trl'atm1·nt !'osts and benefits
from project Lcnefit-!'ost analyses
· · fl d 1.. f"
·
n·su I ts tn Ill ate IJ('llt' I t-eost ratios
if the actual lewis of independent

M
h
f
d
ore t an 50 percent o a 11 1an treatment
expenditures planned for the study projects
were designated for construction of farm or
auxiliary drainage ditches which are necessary to obtain project benefits. Although
benefits from these measures are included
as projec~ benefits, their costs are not in~luded as proiect costs. Thus, the other required
land treatment measures would have to generate independent benefits equal to more
than twice their costs for the overall ratio
of independent land treatment benefits to
costs to be as great as 1. This level of benefits to other land treatment measures is
quite unlikely. In a study of SCS conservation plans for 180 farms located in four
southern states, Herbert Grubb found that,
on a county aggregate basis, positive net
benefits would be generated by land treatment practices proposed in only two of 12
study counties. This result was obtained
with interest rates ranging from 1 to 9 percent. Furthermore,Grubb found large
between-farm differences in net benefit
resultsandconcludedthatbenefit-costanalysis of each individual farm conservation
plan would be necessary to insure feasibility
of practices proposed for each farm. Grubb,
"Benefits and Cost of Soil Conservation in
the South," op. cit., pp. 80-83.
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ranking of projects. When compared with the project rankings ( !11
benefit-cost ratios) analyzed at sc...;
interest rates and without considning land treatment measures ( tabl,·
4.10, column 3), under each of tlw
land treatment benefit assumption,.
eight of the 13 projects shifted in
relative position. Similar shifts o, curred when a 6 percent interest
rate was assumed.'
Another perspective on the
effects of inclusion of land treatment measures is found in table
4.12. At SCS in ten:st rates and
with the low assumption for imk
pendent land treatment benefib
(0), 4 7 percent of the total expend
itures planned for all projects W('rt'
found to be allocated to projeets
that would have benefit-cost ratioless than 1. The net annual loss
accruing to these seven nonviable
projects would be $85,000. With
the assumption that independent
benefits equal one-half of costs,
almost $152,000 were allocated
annually to five nonviable projectwith a net annual loss of $28,000.
When independent benefits equal

to land treatment costs are assumed,
each project generated positive net
benefits at SCS interest rates.
At 6 percent, the estimated
performance of the 13 projects is
,omewhat worse. With the low
benefit assumption, eight projects
fail to cover costs. If implemented,
these eight would together generate
annual net losses of $219,000, more
than half of their total costs. Fiftytwo percent of total annual costs
for the 13 projects is allocated to
the uneconomic projects. When
independent benefits are assumed

to be 50 percent of costs. th<· ~·H·n
uneconomic projects have an a~rt'gate benefit-cost ratio of onh 0.58
and would yield annual lossc·s of
$154.000. Forty-~·vrn percent of
total annual costs is attributable to
these projects. Given the optimistie
assumption that land treatment
measures generate benefits t·qual to
their costs, at 6 percent interest
seven projects still fail to generate
benefits equal to costs. However.
because of the higher benefit level
assumed, they would wn<'rate los!'C's
of only $94,000 annually.

4.3.4

Effects of associated cost
placement

The dfnts of induding as.-.oeialt'd 1·0:-ts 011 the eost side of
project l)('11dit-1·ost ratios inslt·ad
of suhtrading Hwm from i,-oss h1·11dits wc·rc· ,·all'tllalt'd for the thrt·t·
projeets for whid1 assoeialt'd eosl
data rnul,I lw ohtai,wd.64 For
theS1' eompulations. eosts and lwndib of land lrt·atnwnl mt·asurc·s
were· 110I irwluded. The resulting
ht·1wfit-1·11sl ratios arc· given in
tahlt- 4.1:t

The ma1-,'l1it11dt· of tht· 1b·reaS1'
in the lwrwfit-,·osl ratio for ead1
projed is diredly rt·lated to tlw
pen·t·n tage ass01·iat«-d l'osts an· of
total projl'l"I 1·osls. For the \1iddle
Fork of Two Rivers projPd, assoTable 4.13 Gross and net benefit-cost ratios for three watershed projects· l'ialt·d eosls an· ;j4 pt·n·c·nt of total
eosls and. when shifted to tlw eo:-1
side of the ratio. n·:-ult in a 4B pn·
Bg-Ce2
Bg2
Watershed
1·e11I dnlitw in the projl'd lwnditCp + Ce
Cp
eosl ratio. Thi' 4~ p1·n·1·11t of Jo,·
Ri\'n eo:-ls \~hid1 arl' as:-oeialt'd
,·osls result in a :rn pen'l'11I n·1hl('tio11 in tlw lwrwfit-co:-1 ratio wlwn
Middle Fork of Two Rivers
9.32
4.80
they art· i11d111led with projt·1·t
North Branch of Two Rivers
1.44
1.31
1·0:-b. :-ihifting tlw :t I pen·rnl of
Joe River
2.30
North Brandi of Two H ivn:- 1·osb.
Aggregate Ratio
2.57
3.78
whil'h an· a:-soeiatetl 1·0:-ls, n·:-ults
in a 9 pPrn·nl de,·n·ast· in ttw
bt·ncfit-rnsl ratio.

ua

Had lwrwfit,- and t·osls of land
ln·atmcn I nwasu n·s lwt·n ind11d1·d
The data used to compute these ratios are given in table 4. 7 and in table in tlw ratios. tlw df1·ds of mming
B.1 of Daves, "Small Watershed Management."
associafrd 1·osls lo !hi' eo,-1 sidl' of
!ht· ratio would have lwt·n rl'dlll'l'd
sonlt'what. llowt·wr. !ht· potential
2 Bg = Gross annual increases in income generated by project and extra- for distortion if assol'iall'd 1·osb
an· a large part of total t'sS1·ntial
project measures.
=
projl'd rnsls is wdl-illuslratrd Ii~
Annual
costs
of
e>Ctra-project
measures
necessary
for
Ce
these Ihm· projt·1·b. By mming
project success.
ass,wiated 1·0:-b from tilt' lwndit
Cp = Annual project costs.
to thl' l'osl si1k of tlw ratio. tlw
agi,-Pgatc lwrwfit-eosl ratio i:- n·duccd from :t7B lo 2.'.l7. a 1kdirw
of JO percent. FurtlwrnrorP. th"
relative sizPs of the lwrll'fil-co,-t
ratios change sub,-lantially.
64 Associated costs are the costs of required
extra-project measures necessary for
achievement of project benefits. See the
discussion of associated costs in subsection
3.1.1 of Chapter Ill.
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V EVALUATION OF INTRAWATERSHED AND INTERWATERSHED DECISIONS
5.1

Planning units and planning
components

The project areas, watershed districts, and their relation to other
geographic and political areas are
shown in figure 5.1.

Four of tht· five watcrshf'd
improvrml'nt projcl'ts Pvaluatcd
in this 1·hapkr arc PL S66 watcrsh1·ds which w1·n· included in the
analvsis dl'scribf>d in Chaplt'r IVthr \1iddk Fork of Two Rivers,
1\orth Branch of Two Rivers, Joe
Rivl'r, and Tamarac River walt'rsh1·ds. Thr fifth project is the
Roseau River flood control (and
drainage) project proposed by the
l.S. Army Corps of Engineers.6.5

Primary local sponsors for
the four PL 566 projects are, respectively, the Two Rivers Watershed District (for both the Middle
Fork and North Branch projects),
the Joe River Watershed District,
and the Marshall County Board of
Commissioncrs.66 The local cooperator with the Corps of
Engineers on the Roseau River
project is the Roseau Watershed
District.

65 First evaluated comprehensively in 1940,
the Roseau River project has not been
approved for installation. Updated in
1963, the project proposal is considered
active by the Corps of Engineers. This
project was included in the present analysis because its implementation could have
important external effects on the other
projects studied.

66 No watershed district has been established
in the Middle River Watershed Unit (including the Tamarac River Watershed). Therefore, to enable local interests to perform
functions required by PL 566, the Tamarac
River was established as a legal county ditch
under administration of the county comissioners.

Figure 5.1

In order to evaluate the efficiency of improvements planned
for each watershed project, components which could be impleml'nt
ed independently were identified.
Delineation of separable components for the Joe River project \\a,
based upon the project map and
other descriptive information included in the project work plan.
Separable components for the olfll'r
three PL 566 projects were identified in the project work plans. TIii'
Roseau River project was evaluati-d
only as a unit because the benefit,
generated by particular componrnt,
were not identifiable. However.
planned drainage measures suppkmental to the basic Roseau Rivn
flood control project were consid
ered separately. The separate components evaluated for the four Pl.
566 projects are illustrated in fi1--,'l1n·
5.2.

The Red River Valley study area, northwestern Minnesota

RR Project

\. ...........
4

r

- -- - - - 'Y. ~--=-=--~- C
- -·- • -

•

TR Project

Watershed Unit and Watershed District boundaries
PL 566 and Corps of Engineers project boundaries
County boundaries
'----- Red River

1. Roseau River Watershed District
2. Joe River Watershed District
3. Two River Watershed District
4. Middle River Watershed Unit

~
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BigSwamp

Figure 5.2

Independent project components for four Red River Valley watershed projects
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Figure 5.2

Independent project components for four Red River Valley watershed projects, continued
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5.2 Component costs
To obtain cost estimates for
kncfit-cost analysis of individual
projt'et components, it was neccs-ary to apportion unassigned instalbt ion and operation and maintenanre costs among the designated
rnmponents. Once assigned to
particular project components,
l'o,ls were normalized to a 1957.ilJ eost base to allow comparison
of their expected economic performances. Conversion of costs to
a 1957-59 base was accomplished
b~ multiplying nominal costs for
1·at·h project by a conversion factor
dt·vdoped from the composite con,truction cost index published by
the Department of Commerce.

5.2.1

Installation costs

The costs of installing struct11 ral measures for individual proj1·d components are given in the
work plans of all projects except
Jot· River. The Joe River work plan
lumps all structural installation costs
for the five separate channel components planned. To estimate costs
for each of the channel components,
work plan data were utilized on the
rnlumes of excavation required for
t'a('h, Total channel improvement
l'osts were distributed among components in proportion to the exca, ation volume required for each
rnmponent.
In the watershed work plans,
n·quired land treatment measures
~rrc not associated with any particular structural measure. Howt·vcr to allow comparison of total
costs and total benefits on individual project components, it was nect',,ary to assign installation costs
of land treatment measures to
particular structural components.
The assignment of these costs was
made by allocating total land treatment installation costs to structural components in proportion to the
dfective (i.e. uncontrolled) drainage
area above each component. Major
tracts of undeveloped land in the
headwater areas of the Middle Fork ,

North Branch, and Tamaral' Hiwr
watersheds were assumed not to
require land treatment and wt·n·
excluded from the cstimaks of dfcctive drainage areas. Also. no
land treat'?~nt mc~ures exePpl
those exphc1tly dt·s1gnatcd in the
work plans as ~ing for wildlife purposes were assigned to wildlifr stru1·tures.

5.2.2

Operation and maintenance

costs
Operation and mainlt'nanct·
costs of structural measures for the
separate channel improwment components of the Joe River and Tamarac River Projects an· not indil'al<'d
in the project work plans. For thi,analysis, these costs wnc estimated
by allocating total dianrwl improVt'ment operation and maintcnatHT
costs to individual t·omporwnts in
the same proportions as installatim1
costs. For nonehanncl improvements of these projel'ls and for
other projects, operation and maintt'nancc l'osts are alhwated in thl'
T('spcctive work plans.
Operation and maintenam·1·
costs of land trcalmen t mt·asu n·s
were assumed to be I perernl of
land treatment im;tallation l'osb
(sec footnote 60).

5.2.3

Annual costs

5.3 Component benefits
Expt·ded annual lwrwfib
from slrudural rnl'asun·:- of indi\'idual projed 1·ornpom·nt:- giwn in
tlw Middle Fork. North Brarll'h.
and Rost·au Ri\t·r projl'd work
plans wt·n· used in thl' anah :-i,- of
lht·st· comporwnt:-. Flood ;.ontrol
and drainagl' lwndit.-. t'.-.limalt'd
for slrudural mea:-un·:- on thl' Jrn·
Rivn and Tamarat' Hiwr watnslwd,wnt· not assigru·d lo partin1lar projl'd t·ompom·nb in tlw prt>jl'd work
plan,-. T111'rdon·. tlw"'· lwrwfits
wt·rt· 1·stimafrd in IIH' :-a1111· mamwr
as 1·0:-t!'- wt·n· al11walt'1I. i.1•. lwtH'fib
grnnalt-d by th1· :-t·parat,· projnt
1·omponl'nls wt·rt· as:-u1111·d to lw
proportional to tlw dft·diw 1111·
t·ontrollt·d drainai.,11· ,m·a alimt· t·ad1
l'ompor11·11 I.
Annual lwndib of fi!--h and
wildlift· :-lnrdurl':- wt·rt· a,;,;urnc·d
l'qual to total annual t·o,-1:,; of tlw:-t·
:-lrudurl':-. a:-.-.uming a :l pt'rt·1·nt in
inlnl':-t rah'. Bt·rwfits of llH' 0111·
n·t·n·ation fa1·ility (Tamarat· Riwr)
w1·r1· t·,-timalt'd h, tlw Soil Co11:-nvatio11 Snvil'P an;! pre ..;t·111t·d in tlw
watnshl'd work plan.
lnd1·p1·111knt land tn·atn11'nl
lwrwfit:-. in addition lo thost· attriliult'd lo :,;lnwtural nwasun·,-,
w1·n· 1·:-.timalt·tl al two lt·wls: otH'·
half of tot,11 annual land trl'alnlt'nl
l'O:-.b: and all of land tn·atnwnt
l'osl.-. (as..;uming a :i pt·n·t·nl inlt·n·:,;I
rall').

Total annual fixed eosb of the
project components were computed
by amortizing installation cost,; oVt'r
50 years, assuming interest rates of
Bnaust· lwrwfib for all proj3 and 6 percent.67 The estimates
cds w1·n· ori~nally 1':-.limalt·d asof annual operation and maintesuming projnll'd long tnm pri1·1·s
nance costs were then added to
(sec footnolt' S6). thnl' was no
these totals to obtain total annual
ncl'd to normalizl' lwndits lo
achicvl' 1·omparablc lwrwfil-t·ost
costs to the project components.
ratios.

5.4 Economic feasibility
67 A 3 percent rate of interest was used for
the analysis in this section to eliminate
distortions in relative benefit-cost ratios
caused by the use of numerous different
interest rates in the original (SCS) analyses while at the same time approximating
the levels of interest charges used in SCS
analyses. Use of a 4 percent interest rate,
as was done in the previous analyses of this
study, would not allow comparison between
the impacts on project feasibility of SCS
and higher (6 percent) interest charges.
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In this st·t·tion. i111lqic111lrnt
project t·omporwnl:- and purpost·s
arc t·valuatcd for l'l'ot10mi1· f1·asibility using thl' 1'1·ont>1nit· dfit·i1·1u-y
criteria. (2) and (:J). outli1w1I in
subsection 1.4.2 of Chapin 1.6B
68 For a definition of independence of com·
ponents and purposes see footnotes S, 6
and 7 of Chapter 1.

5.4.1

Project components

Rendit-('ost ratios for each
of the independn1t components of
the study projects arc given in table
.'i I. Total project ratios and an
evaluation of total project fcasiTable 5.1

bility are presented in section 4.3
of Chapter IV. Therefore, the following discussion focuses on the
additional information provided
on the quality of project planning
by the benefit-cost ratios of independent project components. For
each component, ratios were devel-

oped under four sets of assumpti .. ,
about the levels of benefits from
independent land treatment mea,ures and interest rates.
Land treatment benefits =
One-half land treatment costs.
With this assumption, most of tlw
project components ( 19 of 23)

1•

l

Project and project component benefit-cost ratios for five Red River Valley watershed
improvement projects

Project
Component

I

l

Benefit-cost ratios 1
a

I

)

3%

6%

3%

6%

Middle Fork of Two Rivers
Main Channel
Branch 1
Interceptor
Total

0.99
4.29
3.98
4.00

0.67
2.90
2.70
2.70

1.03
4.58
4.35
4.28

0.69
3.10
2.94
2.89

North Branch of Two Rivers
Branch 3
Branch 4
Wildlife structure
Total

0.65
0.83
1.03
0.77

0.44
0.56
0.65
0.52

1.01
1.21
1.05
1.10

0.68
0.81
0.66
0.74

1.68
2.80
2.10
3.11
3.23

1.13
1.88
1.42
2.09
2.17
0.73
1.44

1.85
3.08
2.32
3.43
3.56
1.21
2.36

1.25
2.08
1.56
2.31
2.40
0.80
1.59

1.86

0.41
1.32
0.73
0.81
1.58
5.11
3.00
0.97
0.70
1.20

0.70
2.35
1.56
1.38
2.70
7.80
4.51
1.41
1.17
2.00

0.47
1.50
0.83
0.92
1.80
5.18
3.00
0.97
0.75
1.29

2.35
~
2.71

1.49
2.12
1.85

2.35
2.95
2.71

1.49
2.12
1.85

Joe River
Main Channel
Branch 1
Branch 2
Branch 3
Branch 4
Wildlife structure
Total
Tamarac River
Main Channel
Branch 1
Branch 2
Branch 3
Branch 4
Flood-retarding structure-Al
Flood-retarding structure- R2
Recreation facility-Fl
Wildlife facility-F2
Total
Roseau River
Main Channel
Supplemental works
Total

1.:.11
2.14
0.62
1.98
1.37
1.21
2.36
7.68
4.51
1.41

LOO

1 Cost and benefit estimates used in calculating these ratios are given in appendix tables B.2 and B.3 of Daves,
"Small Watershed Management."
aindependent land treatment benefits equal one-half of annual land treatment costs (3 percent interest
rate).
bindependent land treatment benefits equal annual land treatment costs (3 percent interest rate).
3% installation costs amortized assuming a 50-year project life and 3 percent interest rate.
6% installation costs amortized assuming a 50-year project life and 6 percent interest rate.
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found viable given a 3 percent
ralt· of interest. At 6 percent inter,·,!. 10 of the 23 components failed
Ill generate benefits equal to costs.

net losses of $8,000 annualh if
implemented.
·

Implications. This anal\':-ii-indi1·aks that a nurnlwr of in.<leInterest rate= 6 perl'ent. With pt>n<knt eornpon<'nts appnw<'d for
installation costs amortized at 6 p<'r- m,-tallation in the ,-huh watrr,-lwd
would not llf' 1·1·011orni;·alh \iable
Interest rate = 3 percent. With cent, additional comporwnt:,; found
with the indusion of larut"treatnwnt
111-tallation costs amortized at 3
not economically feasible included
Lendib
in the anahsi,- and with till'
pn1'cnt interest, the main channel
the planned wildlife structun·s for
as.,umption
of slitrh.tl\'
rnon· realisti1·
improvement of the Middle Fork
•
I">
•
the North Branch and Joe Riwr
mtcn·st
ratrs.
Total
project
lwnditproject and both channel improveprojects, Branch 2 and Branch 3
eost
ratios.
whieh
an·
often
the
onh
nlt'nt components planned for the
improvements, and the wildlife and
sp1Tifie l11·1ll'fil-1·ost information ·
\orth Branch project would be rcrecreation facilities planned for
giwn to the de1·isionrnakns. obsnm·
jc..tf'd. The main channel improveTamarac River. Also, the Branch
information whidr should rntrr tlw
rnrnt for Tamarac River also had a
l component of the Tamarac River
d<'eision
pro1·1·ss. For 1·xamplt-. tlw
1~·11cfit-cost ratio of less than 1.
project was not viable if combined
fad that mon• than -1-0 1wn·1·11t of
with the necessary main channel
total lwndit,- hut onlY aliout IJ
However, planned improveimprovements do.wnstrcam.
per<'rnt of total 1·0,-ts· for tlw Tamnlt'nts to Branches I, 2, and 3 of
Altogether, the nonviable compoara«· H.ivn projel'I an· attrilmtabhTamarac River would require main
nents at 6 percent had annual costi-to the proj«·«·t's two nood rl'tardi11g
d1annel improvement in order to
$50,000 greater than annual bcnefib.
slrudun·s would lw usdul i11forrnaobtain full benefits. Therefore,
Land treatment benefits = land tion lo del'isio11makns. partinrlarh
main channel improvements downin \'icw of tlw projel'l\ n·latiwly ·
,trcam from each of these branches treatment costs. With this more
liberal
assumption
with
n~;.pcl'I
to
poor mnall lwndit-1·osl ratio
w1·re assumed to be an integral part
land treatment benefits, onlv 0111·
(lwtwe«'n l .:!O and 1.29 wlwn a 6
of the respective branches. That is,
project component was four;d not
pcn·ent intrn·sl rah' is as:-1111w1l).
Branch I could be effectively imviable at 3 percent interest. Howph·mented only if the 62 percent
ever at 6 percent, the 10 compoIt is th<' slall'd pron·dun· of
(h~ length) of the proposed main
nents rejected under the altcrnatiw Pl. 566 pla11nns (SC:S) to anahz«·
d1annel improvement which lies
benefit assumption (discussed earli- sqiaratdy tlw 1·1·onomi1· \iahil1ty
do\\nstream was also implemented.
er)
were found to have benefit-cost of all proj«·l'I 1·ompo111·11ts whil'h
:-irnilarly, Branch 2 would require
ratios
less than l.
1·a11 lM· «·onstrul'led ,-q,aratdy. tak62 percent and Branch 3 would relnterest rate= 3 percent. With ing into a1·1·111111t the nit-ma! dquire 83 percent of the main chaninstallation costs amortized at ;3 per- feds of «·ad, rnrnporwnt\ impl«··
rwl improvement to be completed.
cent, only the main channel of
nwntation or l,wk of irnplrnwntation.
Thus, only the upper 17 percent of
llownn. bo th the Jot· lliVl'r and
tlw proposed main channel improve- Tamarac River had a benefit-cost
. I
th I B t h L, t··t Tamara(' Hivn projed,- w«·n· n alumrnt could be considered independ- ra t 10
ess an . u w en. Ut'.ne
, s all' d as s111g
- 1«· ,-lnrdura1 u111ts.
.
:\ s
t'lltly of other project measures.
an d cos t s o f the par t o f th 1s 1mprov1·- f'
~ , .
. I rgim· ,l . .l rlhrstratl';;. thn1· a11111'ar
men t bel ow B ranc h 3 were com b rncc
.
.
"th
th
f
B
·h
..
l
2
,
d
'.J
to lw st'\l'ral n·,uhl\' sc·parabk, 1111kBy combining the benefits
WI
ose O ranc {S , ' an
J
.
.
.
I 1· I
.
.
t th
l
pcnc 1·11t urrrls 1111·a1·, o t wsc· proJand costs of the part of the main
th e overall ra t 10 was grca er an .
('"
.
ff
.
f th
rds. ,1vc11 I1II' 1ongstan<1111g 1· orts
l'hannel that provides an outlet to
c mam
.
.
Thus O n ly th a t por t 10n o
channel
above
Branch
3,
17
crccnt
to_ promote drarria~· 111 nortlwa,.;lcm
Branch I with benefits and costs
of the total main channel im~irovcl\1rnrwsola. oftnr wrth u111·1·or11m111·
of this branch, a benefit-cost ratio
cons1·c1111·111·1·,-, failun· to cvaluat«·
~rreater than I was obtained. Simment, would be rejected. lmplc1
draina1•c 1'11·m1·11ts sc·11aratd_\' s1wilarly, including costs and benefits
mentation of this segment would
'"'
'"'
111•:,;ls that th<':-«· 11roJ·«Tts ma_\ Ill'
of necessary downstream improveyie Id a net annual loss of $1,460.
""
dressed up drainagi· proj«·d,-.
nwnts, the costs and benefits of
Interest rate= 6 percent. With
Branch 2 yield a benefit-cost ratio
5.4.2 Project purposes
installation costs amortized at 6
gwater than 1. But the additional
Wildlif" /rPcm1tion. lfrlnri11g
21 percent of the main channel nec- percent, all of the components rejected at 6 percent with the lower
to tabl1·s 4.10 a11d S. I. it i,- appa1·,~ary as an outlet to Branch 3
rent that. if 1hr lwrwfit 1·slirnait',benefit assumption were again rebrings that channel's ratio below 1.
mad1· ar«· rrasonablr. the wil11lifr
jected. Branch I of Tamarac River
Thrrefore given the several assumpwas also found nonviable when com- and/or rc·«·rc·ation imprm1·rn1·11ts
tions stated, the Branch 3 improveinduckd in thrst· proj1·ds ar«· not
bined with downstream main chanments and 38 percent of the main
good
inv<'stnwnts for so«·il'ly. Eight
nel
improvements.
Annual
losses
1·hannel improvements planned for
of thr PL 566 proj1·1·ts I'\ aluah·d i11
generated
by
the
nonviable
compoTamarac River would be rejected.
Chapter l\' irll'lt11lt- wil1llifr/rcTrc·anents would total $31,000.
These components would generate
\\CJ'('

s),
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Table 5.2

Costs and benefits of the flood control and drainage elements included in four Red River Valley
watershed projects ( 1957-59 dollars)

Project
Purpose

Amortization (6%)

Annual costs 1
Operation &
maintenance

Total

Annual
benefits2

Benefitcost
ratio

(thousand doll irsl
Middle Fork of Two Rivers
Flood control
Drainage
Total project element

5.2
11.6
17.8

0.9
.2..Q
2.9

6.1
13.5
19.7

26.2
30.7
56.9

4.29
2.26
2.89

North Branch of Two Rivers
Flood control
Drainage
Total project element

12.8
17.1
29.9

2.2
2.7
4.9

15.0
19.9
34.8

11.5
14.5
26.0

0.77
0.73
0.75

Joe River
Flood control
Drainage
Total project element

33.1
32.5
65.7

5.7

..ll
10.9

38.9
37.7
76.6

86.4
35.8
122.2

2.22
0.95
1.60

Tamarac River
Flood control
Drainage
Total project element

80.9
25.0
105.9

11.3
3.8
15.1

92.2
28.8
121.0

127.2
24.1
151.3

1.38
0.84
1.25

1 Costs of structural measures are apportioned between flood control and drainage in the watershed work
plans. Land treatment costs not explicitly allocated to drainage in the watershed work plans were allocated
between flood control and drainage in proportion to the ratios of apportioned costs for each of the two
purposes to total apportioned costs.
2 Annual independent benefits of land treatment measures are assumed to be equal to annual land treatment
costs with a 3 percent interest rate. These benefits are allocated between flood control and drainage in the
same manner as costs (See footnote 1 above). Structural measure benefits for the two purposes were taken
directly from project work plans.
poses. 70 Results are given in ta hie
lion strudun·s. At a 6 pcrl"ent i11drainag1· strudurl's includl'd in the
5.2.
tnest rate, only two of th1· eight
I :1 study proj<'cls wcrl' evaluatt'd
The benefit-cost ratios obhad wildlifr or reneation lwrwfitfor 1·1·onomi1· feasihilitv. At an intained
show that the flood 1·011lrol
rnst ratios l,.'Tl'alcr than I. Signifitne,-t rall' of 4 pen'.l'nl, flood 1·1mand
drainage
clement for only 0111·
l"antly. for the five projeds with
trol and drainage structures planned
of thl'sc projects, North Brand1. i,
dired c,-timatcs of wildlifr or n·n«·· for five of thl' projects were found
not economically feasible undn
ation lwrwfits. tlw:-e projed ckto haw lw11dil-1·ost ratios less than
the specified C"onditions. llov.nn.
nwnt:- had lwrwfit-«·ost ratios of
I. With lwrwfits and eosts annualless than I in thn·1· out of the fi,1·
ized al 4 and 6 pcnTnl. rl'i-pectivcly. planned drainage measures for 11,"
other projects also have bcrwfit-rn-1
1·a:-1·s wlH'n an inten·:-t rall' of 6
lhes1· ;;trudun·s planned for six of
ratios less than I, and the ratio for
p•·m·nt w a:- u:-1·d ( lahk -l. I 0).
lhl' projects had benefit-cost ratios
drainage
measures of the fourth
Tlw 1·0111po111·nl anal~:-i:- ,-um- le,.,; th;n i.69
projed
is
only about half the r.il io
marized in labk :5.1 irwhulcs land
To supplement the analysis of
for
flood
control
measures for Ilia!
ln·alnwnl bt'ndit,- a,-,-m·ialt'd w ilh
Chapter IV whi1·h combined flood
project.
IIH' wildlift' and renealion imprownmtrol and drainag<' m<'asurci- as
The relatively poor perforn11111·nts lhal wcre C'\aluat«·d. Ht'sult,;;ingk units, bl'ncfits dl'signah'd as
anee of drainage measures can hr
lwn· W<'r<' similar. With inll'n"sl
!wing for flood control and for
explained, in large part, by the 11.1rail's at 3 p<'rel'nl. t'ach of the four
drainagi· in four project work plans 7o The Roseau River project was not includ
wildlife and renl'ation l'i<'ml'nls
ed in this analysis because, although the
wl'rc sl'parated and compared with
1·,alualt'd was viable. With a 6 pnchannel improvement for flood control ,s
the costs attribu led to these pur·
independent of the supplemental works
1·1·nt interest rate. none was viable.
(for drainage), these works would have
Flood control and drainage.
69 See table 4.8 and the accompanying dis·
negative effects if implemented without
In C:haph'r IV. flood ('Ontrol and
cussion in section 4.3. 1, Chapter IV.
completion of the channel improvement
-40-
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ture of drainage improvements. Of
total installation costs of drainage
measures for the four projects,
more than 80 percent were costs
of required land treatment measures.
lh comparison, for flood control
n{easures, land treatment accounted
for only 15 percent of total installation costs. High proportions of
land treatment costs to total costs
for drainage measures bring about
low benefit-cost ratios. If land
tf't'atment costs and independent
benefits were not included in projed analysis ( as is now the rule for
PL 566 projects), both flood control and drainage measures would
have much higher benefit-cost ratios.
\nd drainage measures for these
projects would show relatively higher benefit-cost ratios.

Implications. Only two direct
e,timates of wildlife benefits were
made for the small watershed plans
e\aluated in this study. However,
t'a('h of those measures had benefitl'ost ratios less than l when a 6 peri:rnt interest rate was used. This
r<'sult indicates that the wildlife
bmefit assumption used in PL 566
project planning-that wildlife improvements are economically feasible if local interests agree to bear
half their costs-is not universally
1 alid. More direct estimation of
wildlife benefits, however rough,
would at least cause project planrwrs to look more critically at propo,;cd wildlife measures and at other
project elements which would enhance or destroy wildlife habitat.
Conclusions with respect to
planning of recreation development
must also he drawn cautiously.
Only three recreation elements were
included in the watershed projects
,tudied. When analyzed at 6 per!'ent, two of these had benefit-cost
ratios greater than l. This is a
mmewhat better performance than
that exhibited by all project elements-at 6 percent interest, the
flood control and drainage elements
for only 7 of 13 projects are feasible
( table 4.8).
The analysis in Chapter IV of
flood control and drainage elements
of approved PL 566 projects indi-

partil'ipanb. 71 For tlw l'ornputacates that. at an interest ratl' of only 4 percent, more than one-third
tion of comporwnt l'osls to deh'rof the expenditures for theSt' purmine capital requirements. an inh'rposes would not generall' bt·ncfits
t·st rah' of :1 pt·n·ent was ust·d. • as large as costs (table 4.8). FurtherThe sizt's of planning units
more, when required land treatment assumt·d were: (I) the· small watnshrd proj1·1·t arl'a, (:!) tht· art·a ,k:-measures were included in the analii,Iah'd a:- a "walt'rsht·d unit" in tlw
ysis (tables 4.11 and 4.12). as much
Hvdrologil' Atla:- of Minnrsota,7:J
as 50 percent of total rxpenditures
and (:J) th,· total :-huh art·a 1•n1·0111were allocated to project Plements
passing all propoiwd proj1·1·l:- and
with benefit-cost ratios less than I.
,·om pon1·n ls. C1·01-,rraph i1· hourulaIn this chapter, the independrit·:- of tlw I ariou:- planning uni 1:ent evaluations of flood control
art· shown in fi~m· :l. I.
elements and of drainage elemenlH
Tlw priwt·durt· for obtaining
suggest that a substantial portion
planning rl'!-Ults undt·r 1•a1·h sf'! of
of the noneconomic expenditures
assumptionl" was lo dt'lnrnirw tlw
approved for small watershed projproportion of l'adt propost·d 1·11111ects may arise from the inclusion
pont'nt whieh would lw irnpknwntof extensive onfarm and auxiliary
l'd with th,· givt·n ,·apital and plandrainage works. These art· exempt
ning unit sizf' rrstrirtions. Rdativl'
from economic evaluation bv adbt·ndit-l'ost ratios st'r.t'd as ,k,·ision
ministrative decision of the lJ.S.
eritt'ria for l'apilal allol'alion:-. Tlw
Department of Agriculture.
indt'pt·nd,·nt l'omporwn t having thl'
highrst lwrwfit-rnst ratio within a
5.5 Optimal planning solutions
givrn planning unit was thl' first
This section works out optimal l'omportt'nl sdt·1·tcd for irnpkrnt·ntaallocations of capital among the 23
tion within that unit. S1il1st·1pwnl
components of the five Red Rivt'r
comporlt'nts w1·rt· sd1·1·!1·d in onln
Valley watershed projects. Two
of their llt'rll'fil-1·osl ranking until
different levels of capital availabilil'apital available lo lht· planning
ty and three sizes of planning unit
unit was t'Xhaush'd or until lt•s:are assumed. The capital restrictions than SO pt'n'l'nl of tht' marginal
1·ompon1·nt ,·mild lw impkm1·nt1·d
serve to force choices among comwith availal,k ,·apital. This lattcr
ponents and to ill~strate th~ diffc~ent planning solut10ns obtamcd with rl':-tril'lion wa:- impost·d to a1·1·ount
for 11'1·hnirnl indivisibilitit·s of stnweach size of planning unit.
tural l'ompo111·nls. llnust•d l'apilal
The capital assumptions used
wm, d1·darcd surplus, not arnilal,ltwere: ( a) available capital is 80
to
othl'r planni11g units.
percent of the total needed to imRl'sults ohtairwd in this analyplement all 23 components planned
sis an· giv,·n in tablt- s.:t
for the study projects; and (b) available capital is 50 percent of the to71 Refer to table 4.2, keeping in mind that
tal needed to implement all planned
about one-half of total land treatment
components. These capital assumpcosts are met by federal ACP payments
to farmers.
tions are not intended to represent
specific levels of capital availability
72 Three percent interest was used because it
approximates the rates used in the original
which might be expected to occur.
project evaluations and because, when com·
However, the 80 percent assumpbined with an assumed level of independent
tion would correspond to about a
land treatment benefits equal to total land
treatment costs, it allows all proposed com·
30 to 40 percent cut in PL 566
ponents to enter the decision process (1.e.,
funds available for small watershed
to have B/C > 11. At 6 percent interest,
development in Minnesota. G~ven
11 of the 23 separate components of the
study projects-including all three compothe current climate for reduct10n
nents of the North Branch project-are not
of federal spending, this is pr?bably
viable. Therefore, using a 6 percent interest
rate for this analysis does not illustrate very
not an unreasonable assumption.
well the effects of changing planning unit
The 50 percent assumption roughly
size.
corresponds to the share of total
73~.
costs now borne by local project
-41-
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Table 5.3

Red River Valley study area: results of project planning with planning on project watershed
unit, and on areawide bases, assuming different levels of capital availability

Structural component

Two Rivers Watershed Unit
MFTR Main channel
MFTR Branch 1
MFTR Interceptor

Benefitcost
ratio

Proportion of component implemented1
I
80 percent capital availability 50 percent capital availability 1
1
3
1
2
2
3
(percent)

1.03
4.58
4.35

0
100
0

0
100
100

0
100
100

0
63
0

0
100
100

0
100
100

NBTR Branch 3
NBTR Branch 4
NBTR Wildlife structure

1.01
1.21
1.05

55
100
100

0
72
0

0
0
0

0
100
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

JR
JR
JR
JR
JR
JR

1.85
3.08
2.32
3.43
3.56
1.21

58
100
96
100
100
0

100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100

58
85
0
100
100
0

84
100
0
100
100
0

58
100
0,
100
100
0

Middle River Watershed Unit
TR Main channel
TR Branch 1
TR Branch 2
TR Branch 3
TR Branch 4
TR Flood retarding structure-R1
TR Flood retarding structure-R2
TR Wildlife facility-F2

0.70
2.25
1.56
1.38
2.70
7.80
4.51
1.17

62
100
100
0
100
100
100
100

62
100
100
0
100
100
100
100

0
0
0
0
100
100
100
0

0
0
0
0
100
100
100
100

0
0
0
0
100
100
100
100

o,
0
0
0
0
100
100
0

Roseau River Watershed Unit
RR Main channel
RR Supplemental works2

2.34
2.95

100
66

100
66

100
100

100
16

100
16

100
41

Main channel
Branch 1
Branch 2
Branch 3
Branch 4
Wildlife structure

Total annual costs
Total annual benefits
Aggregate benefit-cost ratio
Annual capital surplus3

367,539 367,551 369,301 213,130 214,055 230,245
927,752 935,843 ~.033,839 556,505 582,421 669,105
• 2.72
2.91
2.61
2.52
2.55
2.80
0
1,853
91
1,841
17,115
16,190

1 These results were obtained using data given in appendix tables B.2 and B.3 of Daves, "Small Watershed
Management." The interest rate used is 3 percent. Independent land treatment benefits are assumed to
be equal to total annual land treatment costs. Capital available annually is assumed to be: (a) 80 percent;
and (b) 50 percent of the total necessary to fully implement all project components. Size of planning
units assumed are:
1 Each project is planned separately and must operate within its capital budget.
2 Each watershed unit is planned separately.
3 All project components are planned together (i.e. areawide planning) and available capital can be freely
allocated to the component (s) yielding highest returns.
2 All of the main channel improvements must be completed before any of the supplemental works can be
effectively implemented.
3 A surplus occurs under some situations because it is assumed that no part of a structural component will be
implemented unless at least 50 percent of it can be implemented. The supplemental works of the Roseau
River Project were exempt from this assumption because they are all land treatment measures and, hence,
more likely to be divisible.
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I

sion process, and substantial shifting of capital from less dfieimt to
more efficient components ot·1·urred.
All funds allocated to eomporwnb
Thirteen of the 23 components of the North Branch projel'l and
perienced ~hange~ in percent~
most of those for Tamarac River
implementation as size of plannmg
channel improvemcnb wne shiflt'd
unit increased from small watershed to higher return uses. The optimal
to areawide. Only two components
solution obtained includt·d 14 fully
fl't"eived no funds under any sized
implemented componenb, the poorplanning unit: the main channel
est of which had a benefit-cost ratio
of Middle Fork (B/C = 1.03); and
of 1.21. The nine components exBranch 3 of Tamarac River (B/C =
cluded from the optimal solution
I. 11 when combined with necessary had benefit-cost ratios ranging from
main channel outlet improvements). 1.01 to 1.34. The component with
\ine components were fully funded the 1.34 ratio, Branch l and necesunder each planning unit assumpsary downstream main channel imtion. With planning on a small
provements of Tamarac River, was
watershed basis, the reduction of
not included because it required
l"apital available by 20 percent ( 100 $30,000 annually for implementapercent to 80 percent) resulted in
tion. The poorest component imtwo components dropping out of
plemented, the Joe River wildlife
the Middle Fork plan, one out of
structure, required an annual outJoe River. and one out of Tamarac
lay of only $455.
River In addition, one component
In aggregate terms, moving
caeh of the North Branch, Tamarac
from
project to watershed to areaRiver, and Roseau River projects
wide
planning
resulted in substanand two Joe River components were
tially improved expenditure allobs than fully implemented (comcations with the major improwpare columns 1 and 2 of table 5.3).
ment occuring with the change
Of the three watershed units studied,
from watershed to areawide planuniv Two Rivers includes more than
ning. Aggregate benefit-cost ratios
on: project, so, when size of the
for the three planning unit siz1·s
planning unit was increased from a
were, respectively, 2.52, 2.55, and
~mall watershed project to watershed
2.80. The overall increase in annual
unit basis, change in capital allocanet benefits as planning unit size
tion occured only in that unit.
Within the Two Rivers unit, capital increased was $104,000. U nuSt·d
"as diverted from the three compo- capital declined from $ 1,853 to
$91.
nents of the North Branch project
(<'omposite B/C = 1.10) to allow
implementation of the Middle Fork 5.5.2 Fifty percent capital
availability
interceptor and the Joe River wildlife structure and to provide full
As would be expected, optimal
funding for two other Joe River
components with higher benefitplanning solutions obtained under
rnst ratios. The resulting optimal
each size of planning unit assump,olution for the Two Rivers watertion were quite similar with 50 per;:hed unit included eight fully imcent capital availability to !ho~e- obplemented components, one 72
tained with 80 percent ava1lab1hty.
percent implemented and threeBut because of the more stringent
capital limitation, more components
with benefit-cost ratios of 1.01,
1.03, and 1.05-not funded. All
with low benefit-cost ratios were
omitted from optimal plans-nine
capital available to the unit was
used.
components received no funding
at all under any size of planning
unit assumption. Consequently,
With areawide planning, all
the aggregate benefit-cost ratios
components entered a single deci-

5.5.1

Eighty percent capital
availability

c,
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wen· hi¢H'r under 1·al'h sizt· of planning unit assumption. Tlwst· ratios
wert· 2.6 l. 2. 72, and 2. 91 in order
of planning unit size. Also, n•latiw
incn·ascs in total annual lw,wfib
were somt·what hi~ther as sizt· of
planning unit innt·ast·d. As the
planning unit was im·n·ast·d from
projt'd to walt·rstwd unit sizt·, total
bendib inneast·d ;j 1wn·1·nt ( 1 percent with 80 p1·n·1·nt arnilahility).
With th,· dtangt· from watnslH'd
unit to areawidl' planning. tht' in1·wast· was l.'l pt'rtTnt ( 10 pc-n·t·nl
with BO pcrrl'nt availahilit~ ). Tht·
annual unust·d ,·apilal was mort·
than $17,000 wilh projl'd-hyprojed planning and more lhan
$16,000 wilh v.akrsh1·d unit planning. With an·awi1k planning, all
rapital wa~ ulilizl'd.

5.5.3

Implications

Comparison of n·sulb ohtainl'd
with watnstwd improvt·nu·nt planning under t·m:h of llw sizr of planing unit assumplions indi1·atrs superiority for largn plannin~ units
m«'asurl'd in lt'rms of dfit·i1·m·y of
capital allo«-ation. l ruin both capital assumptions, aggrl'galt' lw,wfit«-ost ratios, gross lw,wfits, nd lwndit~. and dl'grl'I' of ,·apital utilizalion in1·n·a:-wd with sizt· of planning
unit. Ea«-h of tlwst· 1·ha11~1·s indi«-at1·,
improwd 1·apital allol'ation.

Ex tending this analysis by inspection of the component benefitcost ratios (table 5.3), it can be seen
that-with planning on an even smaller unit basis, i.e. component by component- irwffici1·ncy !n 1·apital_ allrn·ation is grl'afrr than wrth pla1111111g
on a watnshl'd hasis. 1f l'ad1 1·omponcnt suffrrs an equal n·dw·_lion
in funds, both «-omponrnts wrth
high benefit-cost ratios and thosl'
with low ratios can lw partially implemented. Ohvio_usly, if a t·~pital
limitation d01·s 1·x1:-;t, a plannmg
unit which allows transfer of fumJ:,;
from low n:turn to hi~h rdum us1·s
results in higher total bcndits pn
unit of available capital than is ohtainablt- when no tran:,;fn i;; pos:-ible.

S1·wral fal'tor;; whil'h affect
dficicnn in the us<· of available
f'apital ~rrl' not l'onsiderrd in
thi:- anal, :-i;;. Fal'lor;; whil'h would
probahl~: irll'rl'a;;1• th,· demonstrated
,-uperiority of largn planning unib
irwludr: (I) reduction in duplication of sampling and l'conomic projl'l'lion;; in similar and adjal'ent small
watnshl'ck (2) n:duction of admini:-trativl' eo;;t;; through consolidation of lol'al :-pon;;or organization:-: (:1) increases in unit finanf'ial lias«· which might allow use of
morr profe;;sional planning services.
The first two factors probably
would not lw of great importance
in their cffceb on 1·fficicncy of
l'apital us<·. For most projects, economic investigation and analysis
ni:-t;; arr a very ;;mall proportion
of total project l'o:-ts. And, local
spo11soring agencies-particularly
thos«· in rural areas-w;ually have
fl'w paid cmployt>cs. Often they
do11 ·t 1•v1·n have rented office space.
llownrr. thr third factor might be
1p1ih' important. With more local
pla1111ing funds, overall improvcml'nt,- plans (sul'h as those of
watnshl'd districts) might be made
morl' useful. Lol'al planning, which
is now oftl'n "one-shot'' and of
gl'rwrall~ poor quality. could be
made l'ontinuing and more specific
with respect to watershed potentials, problems, and improvement
alternatives. Improved planning
should result in better returns to
watershed improvements expenditures.

nw

primary fador which
might cknl'ase dficiency as planning unit size is innl'ased would be
thl' l'osls in lost production eaused
b~ dcla~ ing implementation of an~
imprmcmcnts until all arc planned
and 1·valuated. Broader planning
would uruloubtcdh takl' more time
than dot's the plan;ring of single
:-mall projl'ds.
Although the net effect of
thcst· faetors is not obvious, it is
doubtful that the indicated improvement in allocation decisions
with increased size of planning unit
would be reversed by their combined impact.

VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The general hypothesis guiding
this study was that, because of their
legal, political, and operational characteristics, institutions involved in
watershed planning in Minnesota
are unable (or unlikely) to arrive
at public expenditure decisions that
are economically efficient. The objectives were: ( 1) to test this hypothesis by evaluating the procedures used and the results of planning; and (2) to suggest changes in
institutional structures and procedures which would make possible
or facilitate improved decisionmaking performance.

($1,900,000) of the total initial
investment for watershed structural
measures approved under PL 566 i11
Minnesota are found not econornirally viable. With interest at 6 percent, six projects are not viable.

2. Failure of the watershed
planners to include wildlife and
recreation elements and land treatment measures in project analysi,
results in inflated benefit-cost ratio,.
approval of economically nonvialile
projects, and distortions of the eronomic comparability of competi11~
projects. Inclusion of all project
elements in the reevaluation of tilt'
study project work plans (from
The analyses carried out in
achieving the first objective (testing which they were originally exclurkd1
resulted in the rejection (B/C's < Ii
the hypothesis) are reported in
of five of the 13 projects even with
Chapters III, IV, and V. These include theoretical criticisms of water- the SCS interest rates. Also, the
shed planning assumptions and pro- aggregate benefit-cost ratio fell from
decures (Chapter III); application
3.26 to 1.94, and eight projects
of changes suggested by the theoshifted in relative position when
retical arguments to the analyses
ranked by benefit-cost ratios.
performed (by SCS) for all 13 Min3. The use of net benefit-eo,t
nesota projects which have been
ratios (increased costs of farm pro·
approved for construction under
duction necessary to achieve full
the PL 566 program (Chapter IV);
project benefits are subtracted from
and testing for economic efficiency
total benefits) instead of total
of investment allocations to and
benefit-cost ratios obscures the n·al
among separable components of
economic efficiency of projecbfive projects planned for three conthe ratio of total benefits to total
ti~ous minor drainage basins triburesources expended. The net ratio
tarv to the Red River of the North
favors the development of projcrt(Chapter V).
having a large proportion of total
costs classified as associated co~t,.
Analysis of the three projects for
Results of these analyses indiwhich sufficient data were available
cate that:
indicated reductions of 9, 30, and
I. Interest rates used in devel48 percent in the estimated projrct
oping the work plans for the study
benefit-cost ratios when associatrd
projects (2 l/2 to 3 1/8 percent) are costs were not subtracted from brn·
too low to reflect the real opporefits [but] were included. The -.W
tunity costs of capital. And when
percent reduction was for the proj·
a slightly higher rate-4 percentect with the largest proportion ( .i..l
is assumed, five of the 13 projects
percent) of total costs as associakd
accounting for 37 percent
costs.
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4. Some project work plans
faill'd to identify and independently
tc,t separable project components.
fam for those projects with relati\dy high overall benefit-cost ratios,
,ome planned components were not
1 iable. Of the 18 independent components analyzed, eight are not viabk at 6 percent interest, although
the projects of which they are parts
arc. The project with the highest
total-project benefit-cost ratio
(2. 70) at this interest rate has one
independent component with an
·
d
· f l O
c,t1mate ratio o on y .67 .

for small watershed management in
Minnesota, have adequate authority
to perform most small watershed
development and management functions. They are not limited in sizt>
by law and , hence, could be made
large enough to provide effective
~reawide pl~ning.. They are a~thorized to exercise eminent domam,
to levy ad valorem and special assessment taxes, to regulate resource
use, and to cooperate with other
government units.
I
I
d
h ·
n on y two respects ocs t cir
th
b
1·
·
au on 1y appear to c too 1m1te d .

sota law. watcrsh1·d distrids 1·,111 011I~ be en.·ah'd in n·sponst· lo a pdihon by parties from within tlw prospective distril'I. And the SCS. in
their st'hematil' diagram of PL :;()<,
project planning. l'alls for appli1·ations for watershed distrid:- lafr in
the plannin~ prm·t·s:--aftn the PL
566 projcd work plan has aln·a1h·
b<:en appron-d. Also, some exist:
ing waterslwd tfo,tril'b an· 1·oim·ident with a singh- PL :i66 projed
area and snve 110 othcr futH·tion
than to administer the proj1·1'1.
6. 1 Conclusions

5. Aggregate benefits obtainable They are limited to a ma~imum of
On thl' basis of th<'St' summafrom a given quantity of investment $60,000 of gen~ral planmng f~r_ids.
rized results. it 1·an l)(' t·onduded
rapital increase as planning unit size ~U other_plannmg fund cap~bihty_
that th!' ~·rwral hypothcsi1, of this
i, increased, thereby allowing more is authon~ed only for spe~ific proJ- study is valid. B1·1·miSt' of thi·ir lt·cfficient capital allocation. With
ect plan~mg. Except for_1mprove~al. f10litil'al, and or)('ration i·haracrapital availability assumed to be
ments with general benefits to the
tcristics, institutions involwd in
80 percent of the total necessary to ~hole district, they c_annot initiatr watcrsht·d plannin~ in MimH'sota
implement all 23 separable compo1mprovements_or pro1ects unle~s they arc unabk (or unlikely) to arriw
nentsofthe Red River Valley study
t~ey have received for~al apphcaat public l'Xpcrulitun· dl'cisions
projects ($369,000), total annual
hon from affected parties. These
which arc l'conomicallv cffici('fll.
benefits increased from $928,000
two r~strictions e~fectively limit the Watershed plannin~ ha~ n·sulh'd in
to $936,000 as planning units
q~antity and quality_ of_overall plan- substantial misallm:ation of invt'slwne increased from project
nmg by watershe~ d1~tncts an_d
men! capital. About orH'-half of
to watershed size. Benefits inforce them to mamtam a passive
the total investment in ·small watnt-rt'ased to $1,034,000 when the
role in watershed ~ev~lopment.
shed devclopm!'nl in thl' slate witha,.,;umed planning unit size was the
Therefore, these ~1s!ncts oft;n
in the past 15 years has been for
total study area. The aggregate
serv_e only _to admmt~ter P~ ;:>~~
projcrt eomporwnts or t·ntire projlwnefit-cost ratio for the 23 comprojects without havmg a s1gmf1eant eets which will not vicld l)('ndits
ponents increased with planning
rol~ in proj~ct i_nitiat~on, in plann!ng, to society equaJ to their opporluniunit size from 2.52 to 2.55 to 2.80. or m co_ord_mahon with other p~oJ- ty costs. (And. b<·1·auSt· thr primary
~imilar results were obtained when
ects. District ov~r~ll plans arc, m
reasons for this capital misallt)('ation
a. ilabl
"tal
dt b
general, not spec1f1c enough to alare the institutionaliz«·d PL S66
:'i~a
e ctapif thwtas ass~mdet ? e
low performance of this latter func- proj·cct planning assu~1ptions and
· percen o
a require o im.
,
plement all ro·ect com onents
hon.
procedures, it might be expected
Total benefhs i~creasedpb 20 ~erWatersh~d districts also fail
that results have been similar in
cent as the plannin nit Jasinto plan effectively for other reasons. other states where PL 566 also
creased from singleg u ·ect to are _ Some Minnesota watershed districts plays a predominant rolr in small
~ide size, and the ~gate bene~t- have been cr~ated after plann~ng for watershed planning and devdoprnst ratio increased from 2 61 to
a PL 566 project was already m prog- mcnt.)
.
2.91.
·
ress; the district overall plan was
Also, the State of Minnesota
made to fit the PL 566 project raand the local communities have
6. Watershed districts, the
ther than the project being designed failed to perform in their own best
agencies with primary responsibility to fit the district's plan. By Minne- interests in watershed management.
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ect has been completed. Problems created by this requirement might be eliminated by:
(a) legislative creation of watershed districts throughout the
state, perhaps according to
boundaries of the small drainage basins or "watershed units"
identified in the Minnesota
Hydrologic Atlas;74 or (b) requirement that a watershed district of small drainage basin size
be active, with a good specific
overall plan, in a particular area
Finally, it is evident that subbefore any applications for PL
stantial gains in resource allocation
566 project planning assistance
efficiency could be achieved by
could be approved by the State
making a few rather simple changes
Soil Conservation Committee.
in the SCS planning guidelines for
2. The $60,000 maximum limitaPL S66 projects. Still further gains
tion on watershed district orl'ould be achieved by improving the
ganization and planning funds
l'apabilitics and performance of
may seriously hinder the develwah'rshed districts as watershedopment of good overall district
wide planning agencies.
plans, particularly for larger
districts. This maximum lim6.2 An improved system
itation could be made flexible
The sceond study objective
by setting only a maximum
was to suggest changes in the law,
mill rate on assessed valuation
institutiom;, and planning proceof real property within the
dures which might overcome the
district.
ddieiencies and limitations in waterThe provisions of the Drainage
shed management and enable imCode of Minnesota, which authorize
proved dceisionmaking. Below arc
the creation of county and judicial
some suggestions derived from the
ditches, allow circumvention of the
preceding analyses.
coordinated planning which could
be achieved by watershed districts,
6.2.1 The Law
given the adjustments suggested
Although PL 566, the Watcrabove. It may be necessary to stop
shcd Protection and Flood Preventhe creation of these types of ditch
tion Act, provides the basic author- systems in order to achieve adequate
ization for federal parti<'ipation in
planning of small drainage basins.
small watershed dcvdopmcnt, none 6.2.2 Planning agencies
of the problems identified by this
As stated earlier, the agencies
study arises din·ctly from its prowith the principal responsibility for
visions. Therefore, no changes in
watershed planning in Minnesota are
the basic act art· suggested.
the watershed districts. These districts have sufficient powers under
The Minnesota Watershed Aet
dOt's not survive unscathed. Changes l'urrt·nt law to perform this function, if they were able to obtain
in two particular provisions of this
enough planning funds. Several
Act arc indicated by the analyses
established districts arc not large
and results of this study.
enough to perform total watershed
I. The requirement of local ap(small drainage basin) planning.
plication for establishment of
These districts should be expanded
a watershed district has, in
or absorbed by other districts. And
numerous cases, resulted in a
all districts created in the future
district being applied for and
should be large enough to allow coapproved only after substan74 Loe. cit.
tial planning for a PL 566 projWhile willingly an·peting PL S66
program assistanl'e, they have failed
to ert'ate an institutional structure
adPquate to control or coordinate
PL S66 planning within the state.
Wah'rshed districts could be effecti\'I' planning agerH'ies for comprehensive and efficient development
of small drainagt· basins. Howt·ver,
these districts have often been created too late, are often too small,
and have not had enough planning
funds to play their potential role.
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ordination of planning on a
watcrshedwide basis. They sho1dd
all be established, with specific 111,r
all plans, well before initiation , it
individual project planning.
Changes in other institution,
involved in small watershed pla11ning are probably not necessar: t,,
achieve effective planning. HOI,
ever, the professional planners l11r
PL 566, i.e. SCS personnel, sho11ld
be made aware that the potential
role of watershed districts is sorn1·
thing more than facilitating or ad
ministrative agencies for est a bl i,lwd
PL 566 projects.

6.2.3

Planning procedures

Changes in project plannir,~
procedures, which are necessar: if
efficient investment allocation i11
small watershed development i, 111
be achieved, have been outlin<'d
numerous times throughout tlw
previous chapters. Briefly, sugg,·,kd
changes are:
1. Interest rates used in estimat-

ing costs and in discounli11g
should reflect true opport11nill
costs and time discount ratr.of society as accurately a, posible.
2. All elements of proposed l'fD.I
eels should be subjected lo
economic analysis and irn l11ded in total project evaluation.
3. The benefit-cost criterion 11.-rd
in evaluating projects and pr11_1
ect elements should reflcd tlw
total benefits to society 11 l111h
would be generated per dollar
of investment capital allrn atrd
to a particular project or l'lrment.

4. Whenever adjacent projl'l'lhavc external effects upo11
each other, they should lw
planned jointly.
These procedural changt',
would improve analysis of thl' '""
nomic feasibility of proposed ,mall
watershed projects. Even without
desirable legal and institutional
changes, better analysis could : irld
substantially better watershed investment decisions.
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